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Preface

Many physical phenomena are governed by the aggregation of material. Such
processes have been studied since the beginning of the century [131], and
continue to attract considerable interest within areas as diverse as astro-
physics [87] and biology [113]. One such process, which has been the focus of
much experimental and theoretical e�ort, is epitaxial growth, where a new
crystal is formed on a crystalline substrate as the result of deposition of new
material.

A major break-through in the development of techniques for epitaxial
growth was the ultra-high-vacuum technology, established in the 1960s, which
provided the possibility of preparing and maintaining well-characterized and
clean surfaces, and the scanning tunneling microscopy [14], which o�ers the
possibility to study the growth process in situ with atomic resolution.

The timescales of interest for epitaxial growth span several orders of mag-
nitude. In the beginning, in the submonolayer regime microscopic atomic
processes play a major role for the evolution of surface morphologies, and
eventually will lead to a transient period, where oscillations of kinetic quan-
tities like reection high electron di�raction (RHEED) intensities can be
observed. Finally, the regime of kinetic roughening will be entered.

The duration of the transient oscillatory regime can be inuenced by ex-
ternal controllable parameters, as e.g. substrate temperature, the deposition
rate of new atoms or strain e�ects. The latter, which may arise due to ex-
ternal pressure or to a lattice mismatch of the involved materials will be the
main topic of this thesis.

Outline

The organization of the present work is as follows: After a brief introduc-
tion into the fundamentals of crystal growth and the underlying microscopic
processes, the chapters two and three will deal with the e�ects of strain on
microscopic di�usion properties. Starting with the fcc and bcc transition
metals, di�erent di�usion mechanisms and scenarios will be discussed for the
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fcc(100) (clean and hexagonally reconstructed) as well as the bcc(110) sur-
face. In addition, the inuence of strain on the resulting growth mode will
be reviewed.

In the fourth chapter, following a short introduction in the �eld of com-
puter simulations of crystal growth, a new method for simulation of strained
crystal growth is presented at the example of a 2d triangular Lennard-Jones
system. Conclusions from the initial chapters will be checked using the pro-
posed algorithm. By comparison with a further simpli�ed simulation model,
the major driving force for the resulting surface morphologies in strained
epitaxial growth will be determined.

Finally, in chapter 5 it will be shown that the methods and results from
the initial chapter can serve as an ideal input for kinetic Monte Carlo simu-
lations of Fe/Fe(110), describing experimental STM-observations very well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Molecular beam epitaxy

Todays standard technique to grow structures and �lms of extremely high
quality is molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). In this process atoms or molecules
from a source, which is usually a thermal evaporizer, are deposited at a rate
F on the sample surface (see. Fig. 1.1).

F

D

l

Figure 1.1: Schematic description of MBE. Deposition with rate F , adatom

movement with di�usion constant D and nucleation with typical distance

l � (D=F ).

If adsorbat and substrat are from the same type of material, this process
is called homoepitaxy, whereas in the other case it is heteroepitaxy. Once the
adatoms reach the surface, they can move around with an average di�usion
constant D, or evaporate back into the gas phase. Evaporation occurs at a
rate

Rev = Rev
0 exp(�EB=kBT );

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

where Rev
0 is the attempt frequency for the desorption process, and of the

order 1013s�1. EB is the binding energy of the adatom on the surface, kB is
Boltzmann's constant and T the substrate temperature. Typically, the bind-
ing energy of an adatom is much larger than the barriers for other processes
on the surface. At common temperatures for the growth of metals in MBE,
which are around room temperature (� 300K), the process of desorption is
so rare that on large timescales it can be neglected in theoretical or compu-
tational studies of these systems. Growth under these conditions is called
conserved growth.

When two or more adatoms meet on the surface, they can form the nu-
cleus of a new small island. This nucleation takes place at an average distance
l, where the power-law scaling

l � (D=F )

is quite well known [145, 53, 114, 128], and has been con�rmed in com-
puter simulations [84] as well as experimentally [146]. A review about the
determination of the exponent  can be found in [136]. For example, when
desorption is neglected, islands are immobile, and all islands consisting of
s > i� atoms are stable,  is given by

 =
i�

2i� + d0 + df
;

where i� is the size of the critical nucleus, d0 is the substrate dimension,
and df the possibly fractal dimension of the island.

After a rather short time most islands are nucleated, and in the following
the adatoms vanish from the surface predominantly by attaching to already
existing islands. Further on, islands will start to coalesce, until, in the case of
ideal layer-by-layer growth (which is also called Frank-van der Merwe (FM)
growth mode1) the layer is completely �lled. Finally, nucleation and growth
continue in the next layer. A sketch of this nucleation-dominated growth
behaviour can be found in Fig. 1.2a.

Due to inhomogenities in the incident beam, however, under real growth
conditions nucleation on top of islands can start before the underlying layer is
completely �lled. Therefore, layer-by-layer growth is more precisely de�ned
as the time during the evolution of the �lm, for which oscillations of dy-
namical properties like reection high energy electron di�raction (RHEED)
intensities can be observed.

1The term growth mode refers to the characteristic evolution of the �lm-structure with
increasing coverage.



1.1 Molecular beam epitaxy 3

c)

a)

b)

Figure 1.2: Three di�erent growth modes: (a) layer-by-layer growth (Frank-

van der Merwe), (b) Stranski-Krastanov growth, (c) 3D islanding (Volmer-

Weber).

In practical applications, smooth surfaces are often achieved by step-ow

growth. It is observed if the typical terrace size2 lT is smaller than the average
distance l an adatom would travel on the singular(=high-symmetry) surface
before being captured by a step or an island nucleus. If the adatom mobility
is su�ciently high, e.g. due to a high substrate temperature, no new islands
are nucleated on the terrace, and adatoms vanish from the surface only by
aggregation to existing step-edges. Surfaces with a small miscut relative to
orientations of high symmetry are also called vicinal surfaces.

Thin metallic �lms and their multi-layer systems are of industrial inter-
est, widespread reaching from microelectronics to the chemical industry. In
the latter, metal-on-metal �lms serve as attractive models for bimetallic cat-
alyst particles, which like Cu-Ru �nd industrial use in catalytic reforming of
petroleum fraction [106]. For microelectronic devices and sensors, the di�er-
ences of the magnetic properties from thin �lms and surface layers compared
to the bulk system play a signi�cant role [58].

Aside from smooth surfaces, also the growth of nanostructures and so
called quantum dots3 is interesting for further miniaturization of micro-
electronic devices. While controlled nanostructures can grow for example
on strain-relief patterns due to incommensurate strain in heteroepitaxial
multilayer systems [21], for quantum dots another growth mode becomes

2The typical terrace size is given by the miscut of the surface, which in practice cannot
be avoided when preparing surfaces with high symmetry orientations.

3Islands with a lateral size of few (10-50) lattice constants.



4 Chapter 1. Introduction

important, referred to as Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth (Fig. 1.2b). In
this growth mode, after some perfect layers, which grow in registry with the
surface, 3D islands start to form, as it is observed e.g. for Ge/Si(100) [36].

Common to heteroepitaxial growth is the occurance of strained layers and
islands, as typically the lattice constants of substrate and overlayers do not
match. The lattice mismatch is characterized by the mis�t, de�ned by

f =
as � aa

as
:

as and aa denote the equilibrium lattice constants of the substrat and
adsorbat material, respectively. If the 3D growth starts immediately, without
the growth of any smooth layers, this is called Volmer-Weber (VW) growth
(Fig. 1.2c).

The basic ideas for a description of crystal growth have been developed
more than 40 years ago, when Bauer [11] proposed a theory of �lm mor-
phology within the framework of equilibrium thermodynamics. He assumed
that the �lm adopts an equilibrium structure on the surface, and hence the
resulting growth mode can be predicted on the basis of the balance between
surface free energies of �lm, surface and interface.

But, even though by carefully adjusting D and F it would be possible to
grow at almost equilibrium conditions4, MBE is usually a process far from
equilibrium. Considering e.g. SK-growth, it can be seen that an equilibrium
theory is not capable of predicting the experimental observation, that in this
growth mode the number of smooth layers depends on the deposition rate of
new adatoms. Hence, a kinetic description of the growth process is necessary,
as it was given e.g. in the seminal paper by Burton et al. [22].

1.2 Di�usion kinetics

1.2.1 Simple di�usion

The motion of adatoms deposited on a crystal surface, e.g. during MBE, can
be characterized by the so called tracer or intrinsic di�usion coe�cient D,
which is de�ned by

D = hr2i=2d0�: (1.1)

4To grow at almost equilibrium conditions, low ux and a high adatom mobility are
necessary, leading to an almost vanishing adatom density on the surface. This can also be
obtained by interrupting the deposition and annealing of the sample at higher tempera-
tures.
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Here, hr2i denotes the average mean-square distance the adatom moves
within the time interval � , while d0 is the dimensionality of the surface.

On the other hand, a thermally activated process like surface di�usion,
where the adatom is thermally and mechanically coupled to the surface, can
be described by the rate [56]

R = fR0 exp (��G=kBT ): (1.2)

�G is the di�erence in the corresponding Gibbs free energy between the
saddle point and the equilibrium position of the adatom. kB is Boltzmann's
constant and T denotes the substrate temperature. fR0 is an e�ective fre-
quency associated with vibration of the adatom in the direction of the sad-
dle point. Within the framework of transition state theory, Vineyard [129]
showed (see also the review article by H�anggi et al. [63]) that the transition
rate R can be simpli�ed to

R = R0 exp (�EA=kBT ); (1.3)

where EA, also called activation barrier, denotes the di�erence in the total
energy of the system between the binding- and the transition state5 of the
di�usion process. Even though in an exact treatment R0 would depend on
the N normal frequencies of the entire system at the starting point, as well
as the N � 1 normal frequencies of the system constraint at the saddle point
con�guration, it can be approximated by the expression

R0 = d0kBTD=h; (1.4)

with TD denoting the Debye temperature of the material [143] and h being
Planck's constant. Together with Eq. (1.1), for isotropic di�usion on a regular
lattice this results in a di�usion constant of

D = D0 exp (�EA=kBT ): (1.5)

The prefactor is given by D0 =
1
2d0
R0l

2, with the jump distance l being
identical to the lattice constant a in most cases6. However, the possibility
that an adatom, once promoted to the transition state, can move more than
one nearest neighbour distance before de-excitation was adressed in several
publications [122, 138]. D0 is typically in the order of 10�3cm2=sec. It has

5The terms saddle point and transitions state are used interchangeable throughout this
thesis.

6Especially at higher temperatures, an increased probability exists also for long distance
jumps of two or more lattice constants. This was observed experimentally e.g. by Senft
and Ehrlich [103] by �eld ion microscope (FIM) measurements for the system Pd/W(211).
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to be stressed, that choosing the attempt frequency R0 to be of the same
magnitude as the atomic vibrational frequency (cf. Eq. (1.4)) is only an
approximation. It also depends on the actual height of the energy barrier, an
e�ect which is is called compensation or Meyer-Neldel e�ect [92, 83]: higher
barriers usually are connected with a stronger curvature of the potential
energy surface an adatom encounters near the equilibrium position, thus
leading to an increased vibrational frequency of the atomwithin this potential
well. Another possible explanation of the compensation e�ect is given by
Yelon and Movaghar [139], who emphasize the consequences of the increased
number of possible pathways for the di�usion process in the case of high
barriers compared to lower ones. Therefore, one always has to keep in mind
that in experiments usually only the e�ective di�usion barrier is accessible.

1.2.2 Hopping vs. exchange

The most intuitive way of describing the motion of an adatom across a crystal
surface is the picture of a ball rolling over a { more (e.g. fcc(100)) or less (like
the bcc(110) surface) { bumpy plane. This picture, however, is not capable
of describing some experimental results, like the two dimensional di�usion of
Pt on Pt(110)7, which was reported by Basset and Webber [10] more than
20 year ago.

To explain this e�ect, a new di�usion mechanism was proposed, in which
a substrate atom is "pushed" out of the surface, while the initial di�using
adatom immediately occupies the created vacancy. This mechanism, which
is called exchange, replacement, substitutional or concerted displacement pro-
cess, was observed at �rst by Wrigley and Ehrlich [137], who studied the
di�usion of W on the Ir(110) surface using a combination of �eld ion micro-
scope (FIM) together with a time-of-ight mass spectrometer. This combi-
nation allows one to identify the chemical type of the atoms seen in FIM.
A schematic description of hopping and exchange di�usion on the fcc (100)
surface is given in Fig. 1.3.

As shown in Fig. 1.3, an isolated adatom on the fcc(100) surface can visit
only half of the possible binding sites via exchange di�usion, thus forming a
c(2 � 2) pattern. By recording site-visitation maps, either using atomically
resolved STM or FIM8 methods, this observation allows to distinguish the

7The fcc(110) plane is strongly anisotropically corrugated, with "higher" atom rows
along the [110] direction. Therefore, from this surface geometry one would expect almost
one dimensional di�usion along this selected direction.

8Due to the rather fast di�usion motion of metals at room temperature, the experi-
mental setup must o�er the possibility to be cooled to very low temperatures. In FIM
measurements, a temperature as low as 77K is su�cient to identify single adatoms. A
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a)

b)

Figure 1.3: Di�usion via hopping (a) and exchange (b) on the example of

the fcc (100) surface.

di�erent di�usion modes of fcc transition metals on the (100) surface.

1.2.3 Di�usion at step-edges

Once islands are nucleated on an initially at surface, and generally on vicinal
surfaces, moving adatoms will encounter borders to lower terraces. At these
edges, adatoms will either have to go through an energetically unfavourable
position when hopping over the rim (Fig. 1.4a), or push out an edge-atom of
the island (Fig. 1.4b).

Usually the potential barrier for downward motion is increased compared
to ordinary di�usion, which is called Ehrlich-Schwoebel e�ect [40, 102], and
the additional barrier associated with the e�ect is named Ehrlich-Schwoebel

barrier (ESB).

If the ESB is large compared to the di�usion barrier on the regular surface,
this e�ect leads to a surface instability [127]. Adatoms can no longer leave
islands towards lower terraces, and thus are forced to nucleate new islands on
top of existing ones, or attach to already existing islands or uphill step-edges.
In the presence of additional step-edge barriers, an adatom current occurs,
which has the same direction as the height gradient

j = Krz:

common name for this procedure is quench and look.
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b)

a)

Figure 1.4: At step-edges, hopping over a step (a) and exchange with an edge

atom (b) can occur.

K is a positive coe�cient. As a result, an initially at surface is unstable
during growth in the presence of strong ESBs, as immediately 3D islands will
start to form. The speed of the surface roughening generally depends on the
relative height of the ESB compared to the regular di�usion barrier.

1.2.4 Biased di�usion

In the previous sections, di�usion was treated as a symmetric random walk
on a d0 dimensional surface. This is not the general case. As a simple
example, even the electric �eld required to obtain images in the FIM can
give rise to unwanted perturbations [123]. For instance, on a W(110) plane
with a diameter of � 100 �A, the electric �eld changes almost 15% from
the center to the edges. Also in heteroepitaxy, or general in growth on
strained surfaces, perturbations can occur. To minimize the total energy
of the system, islands always tend to relieve strain by arranging the atoms
according to their intrinsic lattice constant. However, due to the almost
rigid substrate below, the strain relaxation works most e�ciently at island
edges, causing islands to be inhomogeneously strained. Strain as well as an
electrical �eld gradient a�ects binding and saddle point energies of adatoms
moving on the terrace, and therefore are important for the kinetic evolution
of the system.

Consider the two limiting cases shown in Fig. 1.5, where either the binding
or the saddle point energy is kept constant over the whole terrace.

In both cases, the adatom current jmn from site m to the neighbouring
site n is given by
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ESP
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Figure 1.5: Limiting scenarios of (a) constant binding energy and (b) constant

saddle point energy. The arrows denote the probabilities of the corresponding

di�usion processes.

jmn = a (�mRm!n � �nRn!m) ; (1.6)

with a being the lattice constant and �m the adatom density at site m. The
probability to �nd an adatom at m thus is given by a2�m. Rm!n denotes the
transition rate from site m to site n (cf. Eq. (1.3)).

The activation barrier for this di�usion process is given by EA = Emn
SP �

Em
B , where E

mn
SP is the saddle point energy between the sites m and n, and

Em
B the binding energy at site m. With the assumption that the attempt

frequency is independent of the position, and expanding jmn to �rst order in
the di�erence of adatom density and binding energy, one obtains

jmn � Dmn

�m � �n

a
+ �mn

�m + �n

2

Em
B � En

B

a
: (1.7)

The local adatom di�usion constant de�ned here by Dmn = a2
p
Rm!nRn!m

is known as chemical or mass-transfer di�usion constant and, in general, only
in the case of zero-coverage equal to the tracer di�usion constant de�ned in
Eq. (1.1)[57]. �mn = Dmn=kBT describes the local adatom mobility. While
the �rst term in Eq. (1.7) is well known as Fick's law, the second term is
a drift term, which is non-zero in the case of a gradient in binding energies
only (case (b) in Fig. 1.5).

Therefore the gradients in the binding energy, which may arise e.g. from
external electrical or strain �elds, play a substantial role for the adatom
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kinetics and the surface morphologies in MBE, and should be considered in
models of strained epitaxial growth.

1.2.5 Experimental methods

Di�erent experimental methods are available to measure e�ective di�usion
barriers. Especially the direct observation of di�using adatoms, using FIM
or atomically resolved STM [73, 39], can give a tremendous insight into the
underlying processes. By extracting the adatom mean square displacement
at di�erent temperatures from this data and plotting ln(< r2 > =2d0�) versus
the reciprocal substrate temperature, the activation energy of surface di�u-
sion EA and the prefactor D0 can be obtained from the slope and intercept,
respectively. This method is known as Arrhenius plot. But even without
atomical resolution, EA can be calculated from the onset temperature for
di�usion. This method of course is less exact than the Arrhenius scheme,
as the exact prefactor in Eq. (1.5) is not known. The onset temperature of
di�usion is also used for metals like Ag or Cu, which are too soft to survive
the necessary high �elds used in FIM. Cooled surfaces of those materials
are sputtered using keV ions, producing self-adsorbed adatoms. Then, while
monitoring the surface under the STM, the temperature is raised until the
adatoms start to vanish from the surface, mostly by migrating to step-edges
nearby, thus yielding again the onset-temperature of di�usion.

Another procedure is to evaluate the temperature dependence of the is-
land density in the submonolayer regime during MBE [126]. As various
assumptions have to be made concerning the nucleation behaviour, like the
determination of the critical nucleus i�, generally this method is also inaccu-
rate compared to the Arrhenius procedure.

A rather new technique to determine the di�usion barriers are spreading
experiments. Here adatoms are deposited in a restricted area by masking the
surface. After the deposition, the mask is removed and the spreading of the
material is measured as a function of temperature [93].

1.3 Empirical many body potentials

1.3.1 Introduction

Many problems regarding structure and thermodynamics of solids can be
answered with the help of knowing the total energy. From a fundamental
point of view, the total energy of an atomic arrangement can be calcu-
lated, at least in principle, by solving the many-body Schroedinger equa-
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tion, a task which is not practicable. A way to reduce the complexity of
the problem while (hopefully) retaining the important physics are e.g. the
local-density-approximation or the generalized-gradient-approximation, both
based on density-functional-theory (DFT). But even with such approxima-
tions and recent advances in computer technologies, like massive parallel
computing, only very small systems with a high symmetry can be treated
using this method.

On the other hand, one of the simplest assumptions is that the cohesive
energy of a solid can be written as a sum over pair bonds:

Ecoh =
1

2

X
i;j(j 6=i)

U (rij) : (1.8)

U denotes the potential for particle interaction, while rij is the distance
of the contributing atoms. In this picture, the strength of a single bond is
independent of the total number of bonds the atoms form, an assumption
which neglects the quantum mechanical properties of atomic bonding. In the
picture of this simple assumption, the cohesive energy should scale linearly
with the coordination Z of an atom9, so that Ecoh � �Z. However, DFT
studies [94, 81] show that Ecoh scales more like Ecoh � �

p
Z. Thus, the

strength of an additional bond decreases with increasing Z, an e�ect which
cannot be explained in terms of simple pair-potentials.

Besides theoretical work, there is also experimental evidence that elastic
constants, vacancy formation energies and cohesive energy cannot be repro-
duced correctly by simple pair potentials. For example, in the case of cubic
crystals the Cauchy relation for the elastic constants C12 = C44 is always
true using central-pair potentials [35], as it is also for rare gases10. For fcc
metals, however, C12 : C44 is more likely to be 2, and in the case of Pt and
Au even 3. Additionally, while for pair-potentials the cohesive energy of a
single atom Ea

coh always equals the vacancy formation energy, in fcc metals
this ratio Ef

v : Ea
coh is about 1=3. At last, under pairwise interactions the

lattice constant a0 in the bulk is always smaller than the one of an isolated
pair a2. Again, this is di�erent for fcc metals, as the lattice constant here is
increased with the coordination of the atoms.

Due to this misrepresentation of the cohesive and elastic properties of
metals, the use of many-body potentials seems to be necessary to analyze
microscopic processes on strained metallic surfaces.

9The atomic coordination number Z can range from one in a diatomic molecule up to
12 in the fcc crystal.

10Rare gases, like Ar, are the prototypes for typical pair-potentials like the Lennard-
Jones potential.
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As a simple approximation for a many-body potential, the total energy
can be written as

Ecoh =
X
i

Gi +
1

2

X
i;j(i6=j)

V (rij); (1.9)

where Gi represents the mainly attractive contribution due to quantum me-
chanical electron-electron interactions to the total energy of atom i. To sta-
bilize the crystal structure, a repulsive part V (rij) is added, which is typically
chosen to be a short-range pair potential.

In the following, two common approaches of choosing Gi and V (rij) will
be presented.

1.3.2 Tight-binding approach

The attractive many-body term has to include, at least at a phenomenological
level, the essential band character of metallic bonding. A relatively simple
method is the tight-binding (TB) method [23, 116, 34], in which the ion-ion
interaction is described by an e�ective band term. The cohesive properties
of the transition metals turn out to depend on their large d-band density of
states (DOS). To relate the DOS to the lattice topology and thermodynamic
and structural quantities, often the moments �k of the electron density of
states are used. E.g. the �rst moment �1, which is related to the band center
energy, sets the energy scale. The square root of the second central moment,p
�2, describes the average width of the DOS. It was found experimentally,

that the cohesive energy of transition metals is almost proportional to this
quantity. An analytic expression can be written down for the second moment,
if the interaction is restricted to �rst neighbours. A major result of the TB
theory is, that the electron d-bands can be described by a basis of two-center
overlap integrals, which are known as Slater-Koster parameters [107]. The
second central moment �2 is then given by a linear combination of squares
of these overlap integrals.

The overlap integrals are still functions of the interatomic distance rij
between two neighbouring atoms i and j, and thus the band energy is given
by

Ei
band = �

2
4X

j

�2e
�2q(

rij

r0
�1)

3
5
1=2

: (1.10)

Here, r0 is the equilibrium nearest neighbour distance in the crystal at
zero temperature, � is an e�ective overlap integral and q describes its de-
pendence on the relative interatomic distance. As suggested by Tom�anek
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et al. [120], it is more e�cient to use the exponential form rather than the
standard distance dependence of the Slater-Koster parameters, which is r�4

or r�5, to improve the agreement of the relaxation behaviour near impurities
and surfaces.

As the repulsive contribution to the total energy a sum of Born-Mayer
ion-ion repulsion can be used:

V i
R =

X
j

Ae
�p(

rij

r0
�1)

; (1.11)

where the parameters A and p can be related to the compressibility of the
bulk metal.

Therefore, the total cohesive energy is given by

Ecoh =
X
i

(Ei
band + V i

R); (1.12)

with the attractive quantum mechanical band term causing the many-body
summation.

This approach was used by Rosato et al. [95, 59, 25], who determined the
parameters A, �, p and q for the 10 fcc transition metals Ni, Cu, Rh, Pd,
Ag, Ir, Pt, Au, Al and Pb. The numerical values of the �tting parameters
were obtained by �tting the independent elastic constants C11, C12 and C44,
cohesive energy and bulk lattice constant to experimental data. They are
summarized in App. A.1.

1.3.3 The Finnis/Sinclair potential

A rather phenomenological approach for an empirical N-body potential was
proposed by Finnis and Sinclair [50]. They also used the result from tight-
binding theory, that the essential bond character of the metallic bonding
can be described by the second moment approximation, where the cohesive
energy per atom varies as

p
Z. As an ansatz for the attractive many-body

contribution, they choose
Ei = �Af(�i); (1.13)

where �i is given by
�i =

X
j

�(rij): (1.14)

They chose f(�) to be
p
� in order to mimic the result of TB theory, in

which �(rij) would be interpreted as a sum of squares of overlap integrals,
and rij is as usual the distance between atoms i and j. A is a positive �tting
parameter which sets the energy scale.
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Again, for the repulsive term they chose a conventional pair potential, so
that the cohesive energy is given by

Ecoh = �A
X
i

sX
j

�(rij) +
1

2

X
ij(i6=j)

V (rij): (1.15)

If �i is interpreted as the local electronic charge density at site i by su-
perposition of the atomic charge densities �, this method is formally equiv-
alent to the embedded atom method (EAM), as suggested by Daw and
Baskes [29, 30].

However, another possible physical interpretation is, that �i is a measure
of the local density of atomic sites, leaving Eq. (1.15) to be interpreted as a
sum of volume-dependent energies and a pairwise contribution.

For their analysis of the 7 bcc transition metals V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Mo, W and
Fe, Finnis and Sinclair adopted a parabolic form for the cohesive potential:

� (rij) =

(
(rij � d)2 ; rij � d

0 ; rij > d;
(1.16)

while for the pair-potential a quartic polynomial was chosen:

V (rij) =

(
(rij � c)2(c0 + c1rij + c2r

2
ij) ; rij � c

0 ; rij > c:
(1.17)

The parameters d and c are assumed to lie between the second and third
nearest neighbour distance.

Due to the anomalous low value of the Cauchy pressure Pc, given by
Pc =

1
2
(C12 � C44), for Fe and Cr, it was not possible to obtain a reasonable

�t for this quantity using the potential de�ned by Eqs. (1.16) and (1.17).
Therefore, �(rij) was modi�ed to the following form:

�(rij) = (rij � d)2 + �(rij � d)3=d; (1.18)

where � was chosen to introduce a maximum in � within �rst-neighbour
distance. The results for the �tting parameters d, A, �, c, c0, c1 and c2
are summarized in App. A.2. They were obtained by �tting to experimental
values of Ecoh, bulk modulus, Pc and C44, at the same time trying to ensure
that the vacancy formation energy Ef

v still has a physical reasonable value
(0:3Ei

coh � Ef
v � 0:5Ei

coh).

1.4 Computational method

To study the microscopic di�usion properties of fcc, as well as of bcc transi-
tion metals, and in principle also for the 2d Lennard-Jones system presented
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later, the following method is used: The system is set up in a simple slab
geometry, with periodic boundary conditions in the directions perpendicular
to the z-direction. To �x the sample in space, the atoms in the bottom layer
are frozen at their initial positions (see Fig. 1.6).

By placing islands on the initially at surface, one has the opportunity to
study di�usion properties on and near islands, like edge di�usion or Ehrlich-
Schwoebel barriers.

Test-Atom

x

Frozen

y
Periodic boundary conditions

z

Free surface

bottom layer

Figure 1.6: Slab geometry with frozen bottom layer and periodic boundary

conditions. Additionally to the test-atom, the setup can be extended with

islands to measure e.g. Ehrlich-Schwoebel barriers or other edge e�ects.

Fcc(100) and bcc(110) surfaces were studied.

Depending on the bulk structure, the surface is either a fcc (100) or a
bcc (110) surface. Homogeneous strain can be imposed on the surface by
adjusting the system size in the lateral direction while keeping the number
of atoms per layer �xed.

In an initial step, the whole system is relaxed to the state of minimal en-
ergy. If external strain is imposed, the system will relax along the z direction
according to its Poisson ratio. But even without external strain, the surface
atoms will be slightly displaced along the z direction from the equilibrium
positions of the corresponding (fcc or bcc) bulk structure to account for the
reduced atomic coordination of the surface atoms.

Relaxation is done using a conjugate gradient method [89], and is stopped
when both an energy (j�Ej < 10�10eV ) and a force (jFij < 10�3N) criterium
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is ful�lled. For the energy and force calculations of an individual atom, all
neighbours within its �fth nearest neighbour distance are considered.

1.4.1 Determination of energy barriers to di�usion

Minimal-energy saddle-point method

Barriers to hopping di�usion on the smooth surface, as well as to hopping
over a step-edge are calculated using a molecular static method [112]: A
"probe" atom is moved across the surface in small discrete steps in a given
direction. In each of those steps, all atoms, apart from those in the frozen
layer, are allowed to relax in order to reach the minimal system energy. The
adatom is allowed to relax only in the plane perpendicular to the di�usion
path. After each single step in the di�usion path of the adatom the total
system energy is recorded, revealing thus the potential energy surface (PES)
the adatom encounters on its way towards the next binding site. From the
PES, binding- and saddle-point energies can easily be extracted. Due to the
nature of such single atom energies, given by the di�erence of total energy of
the system with and without the adatom, the PES also includes all adatom
induced elastic contributions to the total system energy. This method, which
also also works for hopping di�usion over a step-edge, is illustrated in Fig. 1.7.

1.4.2 Barriers to exchange di�usion

Barriers for exchange di�usion on a at surface are calculated using a slightly
di�erent method. On a homogeneously strained fcc (100) plane, at the tran-
sition state the surface adatom will form a dimer together with the former
substrate atom (cf. Fig. 1.3b, and Fig. 1.8). To calculate the saddle-point
energy of the exchange transition state, the system is set up in the geometry
shown in Fig. 1.8b. In the following, the whole con�guration is relaxed with
the constraint that the atoms forming the dimer have the same distance dz
from the atoms below.

Even though recent DFT studies [49] suggested, that this high-symmetric
con�guration in some cases is not the real saddle-point, but a metastable state
which is actually surrounded by two transition states, this e�ect could not
be observed with the empirical potentials used throughout the present work.
Finally, together with the adatom binding energy known from the method
above, one can calculate the barrier for exchange di�usion.

Barriers for exchange at step-edges are calculated using a similar method
as described in section 1.4.1: After setting up an island on the surface with
an edge in the desired orientation, an additional adatom is positioned on this
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Figure 1.7: a) Motion of an adatom over a step-edge. Adatoms are marked

grey to distinguish them from white substrate atoms. Also shown is the

potential energy surface, from which the barriers for simple di�usion (EA),

detachment from a step (ED), and hopping over a step-edge (EES) can be

calculated. Note, that in the following ED will be de�ned as the additional

barrier to detach from a step-edge. b) Barriers for exchange at the step-

edge are calculated by pulling the edge-atom in the marked direction. Upon

completion of the process, the atom which was formerly located on the island

slips into the opening vacancy.

a) b)

dz

Figure 1.8: Calculation of the exchange di�usion barrier. Relaxation is done

with the constraint that both dimer-atoms share the same \height" dz.
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island, directly at the rim (cf. Fig. 1.7b). Now, instead of the adatom on top
of the island, the atom which is part of the edge is moved towards the next
binding site, using the same method and constraints as described above. As
the former edge-atom approaches its new binding position, the adatom slips
into the newly formed vacancy at the step-edge.
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Fcc metals

2.1 Hopping and binding energies revisited

Hopping di�usion on the homogeneously strained fcc (100) plane has been
studied thoroughly before by Schroeder [98, 101]. Using an empirical tight
binding potential ([95], see Section 1.3.2), he found that the binding energy
of an adatom on a homogeneously strained plane decreases with increasing
tensile strain for 9 out of the 10 fcc transition metals. The only exception
is Ni, which has its maximal binding energy at � = 0, and adatoms being
stronger bound under compressive (� < 0) as well as under tensile (� > 0)
strain. For the di�usion barriers, he found that the barrier for hopping
di�usion scales almost linear with surface strain �, at least for not too large
strains (the exact dependence is visualised in Fig. 2.1). Additionally, he
has shown that this is valid for all fcc transition metals, and he found a
scaling of the hopping barrier1 as well as for the slope (at � = 0) with
the cohesive energy per atom Ea

coh. Now, as a basic estimate, the barrier
for hopping di�usion on a homogeneously strained (100) surface of the fcc-
transition metals is given by

E
hop
A = (0:142 + 0:5�)Ea

coh: (2.1)

But, as mentioned already in the introduction, it was found theoreti-
cally [48] as well as experimentally [73], that on corrugated surfaces like
fcc(100), di�usion through atomic exchange plays an important role. So,
to understand the microscopic growth behaviour on the strained fcc(100)
surface, further studies of the strain dependence of the barrier to exchange
di�usion Eex

A will be necessary.

1The scaling was also found independently later by Feibelman [47] using ab-initio meth-
ods.

19
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2.2 Exchange di�usion

Using the same potential as before for hopping di�usion, the barriers for
exchange di�usion were calculated for the 10 fcc transition metals Rh, Ir,
Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, Au, Al and Pb. The results are summarized in Fig. 2.1
and, for vanishing strain �, are compared to experimental results and DFT
calculations in Tab. 2.1.

2.2.1 General trend

Looking at Fig. 2.1, we �rst note that for all of the 10 fcc transition metals
the barrier for exchange di�usion has a maximum for negative �, belonging
to compressive strain. The occurrence of the maximum can be understood
by the following argument: Under tensile strain, the dimer can more easily
"dive" into the surface, as the lateral spacing of the surface adatoms is in-
creased. This directly leads to an energy gain at the transition state, and
a reduced barrier. Under very strong compression (� < �max), on the other
hand, the incorporation of the dimer is hindered, but now it gains energy
due to the shrinking distance to �rst and second next neighbours from the
surface layer, thus again resulting in a decreasing barrier.

Starting from the maximum, the barrier Eex
A decreases monotonously for

less compressive, and furtheron for increasing tensile strain. Apart from
Rh and Ni, for which, as discussed below together with Al, Pt and Ir, the
data have to be reviewed very carefully, all systems show a crossover, at
which exchange di�usion becomes more favourable than hopping di�usion.
Such a crossover has already been observed experimentally for the system
of Pt/Pt(100), where Kellogg showed [72] that the dominant di�usion mode
could be switched from exchange to hopping by application of an external
electric �eld. Also Yu and Sche�er predicted such a crossover for the self-
di�usion of Ag/Ag(100) [141] using DFT methods.

The calculated barriers and results for the individual elements will be
discussed in detail below.

2.2.2 Di�usion of Rh, Ir, Pt and Al on the fcc (100)

surface

For these four transition metals, the elastic constants calculated with the
tight-binding potential show signi�cant discrepancies from the experimental
results, as can be seen in Tab. A.2 in the appendix.

During a hopping process, only small displacements of the substrate
atoms from their equilibrium positions can be observed due to elastic in-
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Table 2.1: Exchange and hopping self-di�usion barriers on the fcc (100)

surface compared with DFT calculations and experimental data. TB calcu-

lations for hopping di�usion by [98]. The mode denotes the most probable

di�usion mode, considering experimental as well as numerical results.

Element
Elec.
Conf.

EA[eV ]
(TB)

EA[eV ]
(DFT) Ref.

Exp. val.
[eV ] Ref. Mode

Niex
Nihop 3d84s2

1:27
0:38

-
0:51

-
[47]

-
0:63

-
[124] Hop

Cuex
Cuhop

3d84s
0:86
0:44

-
0:52

-
[15]

-
0:39

-
[18] Hop

Rhex
Rhhop

4d85s
2:19
0:77

> 1:11
0:89

[49]
[49]

-
0:88

-
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teractions. Consequently, hopping barriers without surface relaxation are
only about 10% larger than the barriers with full substrate relaxation [98],
and thus one can expect errors in the elastic constants to have only a minor
e�ect on the results. As a matter of fact, Tab. 2.1 shows that for hopping
di�usion the barriers for all transition metals are in good agreement with
DFT calculations and experimental data, where available.

For exchange di�usion substrate relaxations, and thus the elastic prop-
erties, play a more important role. This applies especially at the transition
state, where the dimer tries to get incorporated into the surface as good as
possible (see Fig. 2.2).

dz

b d

b
c

da

Top View Side View

Figure 2.2: Position of the dimer at the exchange transition state, with the

important bond lengths denoted by the letters a to d. dz is the height-

di�erence between the dimer and the atoms directly below it.

The di�erent bond lengths for the \hopping" metals Ag, Cu and Pd as
well as Au and Pb among the \exchange" metals, are collected in Tab. 2.2.

Table 2.2: Bond length a, b, c and d for Au, Pb, Ag, Cu and Pd. dz denotes

the distance of the dimer from the plane directly below the surface layer.

All distances are measured in units of fcc nearest-neighbour distances r0 at

� = 0.

a(= c)=r0 b=r0 d=r0 dz=r0
Pb 0.903 1.020 0.907 0.899
Au 0.907 0.990 0.916 0.936
Pd 0.910 0.986 0.919 0.960
Ag 0.914 0.996 0.920 0.966
Cu 0.923 0.966 0.922 0.974
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The largest changes in the relative bond length a�d and the dimer-height
dz are observed for dz, which changes about 8:3% from Cu to Pb. Compar-
ing with Fig. 2.1, one �nds a clear trend: The deeper the dimer \dives" into
the surface, the higher the probability is that exchange di�usion is favoured.
The incorporation of the dimer into the surface will cause signi�cant dis-
placements of the other substrate atoms, and therefore a wrong description
of their relaxation behaviour due to errors in the elastic constants will have
a signi�cant e�ect.

If the surface is too rigid, this would lead to an overestimation of the
exchange barrier, like it is the case in the calculations for Ir and Pt. On both
of these metals adatom di�usion is known to proceed by atomic exchange,
as has been shown in experiments and through DFT studies [49]. With
the TB-method, however, one calculates exchange barriers equal or even
larger than the corresponding hopping barriers. Also for Al, a value more
than twice as large as the barrier from DFT calculations is obtained. Even
though for exchange self-di�usion of Rhodium neither exact calculations nor
experimental data are available to compare with, it is quite probable that
there is also a signi�cant error in the calculated exchange barrier.

2.2.3 Ni/Ni(100)

Even though the calculated exchange barrier (Eex
A = 1:27eV ) for Ni/Ni(100)

is at least not unusually high, the curve Eex
A (�) clearly shows some di�culties.

Instead of a smooth function like for the other systems, jumps are visible.
In contrast to the results of Rh, Ir, Pt and Al this behaviour cannot be
explained by a misrepresentation of the elastic properties, as the deviations
from experimental elastic constants are rather small (see Tab. A.2). Instead,
it was possible to track this behaviour back to local reconstructions of the
Ni (100) surface due to the perturbation of the exchange process. Generally,
reconstruction of the fcc (100) surface is a common phenomenon, and is
observed for e.g. Pt, Au and Ir [111]. Even though in the case of Pt and Ir the
observed discrepancies between the experimental values and the calculations
are not related to reconstruction e�ects, the reordering of the fcc (100) surface
will have a signi�cant e�ect on the di�usion properties, and thus will be
discussed in detail in section 2.5.

2.2.4 Cu/Cu(100) and Ag/Ag(100)

For Cu and Ag, the results agree with the already known fact that surface
di�usion proceeds by hopping, given the large di�erence between Ehop

A and
Eex
A of 0:42eV (Cu) and 0:22eV (Ag). A crossover for Ag/Ag(100) from
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hopping to exchange is predicted for a tensile strain of � = 0:02 (2%), where
Yu and Sche�er [141] predicted this crossing at an external strain as large
as 6.5%.

2.2.5 Pd/Pd(100)

For Pd/Pd(100) it is not yet clear whether atomic motion proceeds by hop-
ping or exchange. The results for the di�usion barriers obtained are in good
agreement (within 10 % for Ehop

A and Eex
A ) with recent DFT calculations by

Feibelman and Stumpf [49], however, the di�erence between hopping and ex-
change barriers is quite small. Unfortunately, there are also no experimental
observations which di�usion mode is the preferred one. Taking into account
that not only the barrier, but also the (unknown) prefactor R0 plays an im-
portant role in this decision, this question has to remain open, even though it
seems plausible to assume that the dominant di�usion mode will be hopping.

2.2.6 Au/Au(100) and Pb/Pb(100)

For Au/Au(100) and Pb/Pb(100) exchange di�usion can be predicted to
be the major di�usion mode. In both cases, without external strain, the
exchange barrier is between 20% (Au) and 38% (Pb) smaller than the cor-
responding barrier for hopping. For Au/Au(100), this has already been pre-
dicted by DFT calculations [141], which are in good agreement with the
TB-results. For Pb/Pb(100), however, this result is new. Up to now, no
experimental, and also no theoretical data exists for the di�usion properties
of Pb, neither for the (100), nor any other surface. Unfortunately, due to the
softness of Pb (and this applies also to Al and Au), direct observation of the
di�usion behaviour using �eld ion microscopy is not possible.

That Au (and also Pt and Ir) should favour di�usion by atomic exchange
was explained by Yu and Sche�er [141] with "the unusually high surface
stress of the late 5d metals". This argument, however, was proven wrong by
the recent study of Feibelman and Stumpf [49]. They showed, that in the case
of surface stress being the driving force for exchange di�usion, one should
also expect Rh/Rh(100) to be an exchange system, which is in contrast to
all current experimental studies.

The question, whether exchange di�usion is the predominant di�usion
mode for Pb/Pb(100) also in nature cannot be answered satisfactory just by
tight-binding calculations.

For Pb/Pb(100) an alternative argument can be found, which supports
the conclusion and is independent of tight-binding calculations. Bonding in
bulk Pb is usually of the metallic type. However, Pb as a group IV element
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has a similar electronic con�guration as the semiconductors Ge, C and Si.
These are known to form very strong directional bonds, so that one could
imagine that an Pb adatom might also form covalent bonds at the transitions
state. This phenomenon { directional bonds on the surface of a metal { was
observed in a DFT study of Al/Al(100) by Feibelman [48], who found this
to be the reason for the low exchange di�usion barrier in Al/Al(100).

As the e�ect of covalent binding is not covered by the tight-binding ap-
proach, DFT studies will be necessary to validate this scenario.

2.3 Step-edge barriers

As already discussed in section 1.2.3, additional barriers at step-edges play
a crucial role for the resulting surface morphology in epitaxial growth.

In the following the strain dependence of these barriers will be adressed,
for hopping as well as for exchange at the step-edge. The calculations will be
restricted to Cu, Ag, Pd, Au and Pb, as particularly for the exchange process
the results for the other �ve metals will be questionable anyway due to the
errors in the elastic constants. Fig. 2.3 shows the total barrier for hopping
over and exchange with a h110i2 island edge.

2.3.1 Qualitative behaviour

Looking at Fig. 2.3, an important result for the four fcc transition metals
Ag, Cu, Au and Pb is that the barrier for a downward exchange at the h110i
step is smaller than for the corresponding hop over the edge. This holds for
compressive as well as for tensile surface strain. The only exception is Pd,
where within a region of �0:04 < � < 0:01 the total barrier for hopping is
smaller than the one for exchange.

In addition, at least for small �, the strain dependence of the total barrier
at the step-edge is weaker than the one for di�usion on the at surface. This
can be understood by the following argument: Islands can relieve strain most
e�ciently at their edges, and therefore under moderate strains island edges
will be almost relaxed. Consequently, barriers at the step-edges should be
less a�ected by strain than those in the center of islands or on at terraces.
As a result, the additional barrier at the step-edge, which can be simply
calculated as the di�erence between the minimal barrier at the step-edge

2Throughout this thesis, the following notation is used: Inside squared brackets, Miller
indices simply denote crystallographic directions (e.g. [110]), while inside angular brackets,
they are a symbol for an island edge along the speci�ed direction (e.g. h110i). As we only
discuss fcc (100) and bcc (110) surfaces, this notation is unique.
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Figure 2.3: The thin lines illustrate the dependence of the total barrier for

exchange (solid) and hopping (dashed) at a h110i step-edge. Also shown

(thick lines) is the minimal di�usion barrier (hopping or exchange, depending

on �) on the at surface (cf. Fig. 2.1). On average, the e�ect of isotropic

surface strain on the step-edge barrier is reduced compared to the di�usion

barrier on the at surface.
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and the minimal di�usion barrier on the at surface (see Fig. 2.3), shows the
following behaviour: For small strains around � = 0, which do not exceed
the crossover-point, the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier decreases with increasing
tensile strain for the \hopping" systems Cu, Ag and Pd (dEES

d�
j�=0 < 0), as

can be seen in Fig. 2.3. The \exchange" systems Au and Pb show just the
opposite behaviour: a decreasing ESB under compressive strain (dEES

d�
j�=0 >

0).

2.3.2 Quantitative analysis

The ratio of the ESB compared to the barrier for surface self-di�usion

� = EES=EA (2.2)

is a useful quantity to estimate whether a system prefers to grow in layer-
by-layer rather than in 3D islanding mode. On the (100) surface of metals
usually layer-by-layer growth is observed, as for instance for Ag/Ag(100) or
Fe/Fe(100). The corresponding (low) experimental values of � are given as
� = 0:08 (Ag) [144] and � = 0:1 (Fe) [115, 8]. Growth on the fcc (111) plane,
on the other hand, is usually of the 3D-islanding type. Consequently, larger
� are measured, as for example � = 1:2 for Ag/Ag(111) [20].

Table 2.3: Ehrlich - Schwoebel barriers for Cu, Ag, Pd, Au and Pb at � = 0.

Element EES(eV) �
Cu 0.11 0.25
Ag 0.12 0.26
Pd 0.10 0.16
Au 0.10 0.21
Pb 0.06 0.28

For all systems ES-barriers from 0:06eV (Pb) up to 0:12eV (Ag) were
measured for � = 0 (see Tab. 2.3). For the probably best studied sys-
tem, Ag/Ag(100), recent experimental data [144] revealed a value of EES =
0:025�0:005eV , explaining the smooth layer-by-layer growth in this system.
Unfortunately, and this is in contrast to DFT calculations [140], such a low
ESB could not be reproduced with the TB-calculation, where EAg

ES = 0:12eV
is signi�cantly too high.

Still, in the present case, all calculated � were of the order of 0:25, with
�Pd = 0:16 being somewhat lower. So, even though it was not possible to
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reproduce the very low � of � 0:1 which are typical for layer-by-layer growth
on the (100) surface of metals, the computed values are clearly below the
typical values of systems which grow in 3D islanding mode.

2.4 Prediction of macroscopic growth-mode

After having calculated the di�usion barriers and trends for di�erent micro-
scopic environments, an interesting task is to move on to the macroscopic
growth behaviour of a speci�c material under external strain. Especially,
the question whether layer-by-layer growth could be improved by applica-
tion of external strain is of great interest for industrial applications, like the
development of new electronic devices.

Indeed, such a prediction is possible for growth on a clean, unrecon-
structed (100) surface of fcc transition metals, but only if exchange is the
major di�usion mode, such as for Al or Pb. This also applies to Pt, Ir and
Au, as long as they are in their unreconstructed phase, which is true at least
in the case of very small samples like a FIM tip. In the case of Ir, even larger
samples can be prepared with a stable unreconstructed (100) surface.

It is a very important point for the following analysis, that it is not nec-
essary to calculate exact barriers or binding energies, as long as the correct
trends for the slopes of EA(�), EB(�) and EES are reproduced by the calcu-
lations. This can be managed even with less sophisticated methods, as EAM
or TB models are compared to DFT calculations.

Fig. 2.4 summarizes schematically the results of the previous sections for
the exchange metals Au, Pb, Pt, Ir and Al. Even though in the case of Pt, Ir
and Al the TB-method was not capable of giving the exact exchange barriers,
there is no reason to assume that the calculated trend of decreasing exchange
barriers with increasing tensile strain is wrong.

The �rst row (Fig. 2.4a) is mostly a reminder of how islands on strained
surfaces relieve the strain. While on a compressed surface (� < 0), island
edges relax outward to be closer to the ideal lattice constant, on a tensile
strained surface relaxation is towards the island center. In both cases, islands
are more relaxed at their edges than in the center.

The inhomogeneous relaxation of islands induces also inhomogeneous
strain in the underlying layer, and therefore on islands as well as on ter-
races a gradient in the activation barrier can be observed. As can be seen in
Fig. 2.4b, under compressive strain the average di�usion barrier3 on islands is
reduced compared to lower terraces. Therefore, the probability for adatoms

3Keep in mind that all statements are valid for exchange being the major di�usion
mode.
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Figure 2.4: Important quantities for growth on strained surfaces. (a) shape

of the relaxed islands, (b) variation of the activation energy on- and near

relaxed islands due to strain e�ects, (c) expected island density, (d) adatom

binding energy on- and near islands and (e) Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier.
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on islands to reach the border is increased in contrast to the case of tensile
strain, where adatoms on islands move more slowly than on the substrate.
This means, that for compressive strain the adatom interlayer transport is
increased, and therefore layer-by-layer growth should be enhanced for � < 0.

Due to the reduced adatom mobility in the case of compressive strain, the
island density is increased (Fig. 2.4c). Empirically one �nds that an increased
island density often favours layer-by-layer growth, which is the reason why
techniques like a short sputtering or temperature drop at the beginning of
each monolayer [96], or pulsed laser deposition [67] are applied. One possible
explanation is an e�ective reduction of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier for
small islands. On the other hand, simulations and analytical considerations
show that in systems with [19, 135] and without [70] ES-barriers a reduced
adatom mobility actually hinders layer-by-layer growth, as long as the island
density is not arti�cially increased as described above.

As in the case of the activation energy, the inhomogeneous strain also
leads to a gradient in binding energies. As has been shown by Schroeder
[98], except for Ni, fcc transition metal adatoms are more strongly bound
under tension than under compression. This results in a lower EB at the
edges than in the center of the island under compressive strain, in contrast
to the case of tensile strain (Fig. 2.4d). The gradient in the binding energy
causes a particle drift (see Eq. 1.6), which is always directed towards island
edges for islands on the compressed surface. Under tensile strain, on the
other hand, adatoms tend to move away from island edges toward the center
of the island. Therefore, the qualitative behaviour of the binding energy
in presence of inhomogeneous strain should cause improved layer-by-layer
growth for � < 0.

Finally, as for � < 0 the ES-barrier at the step-edge is reduced, also (e)
leads to the conclusion that layer-by-layer growth should be improved on the
compressed surface.

Putting this all together (see Tab. 2.4), for systems where adatoms move
by atomic exchange, three out of four arguments lead to better layer-by-layer
growth under compressive strain than under tensile strain. But still, there
remains an uncertainty, as it is not clear how the di�erent contributions
have to be weighted. As long as there are no experimental results, one
way to support this prediction would be to perform computer simulations,
e.g. using the kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method, of the studied systems.
Doing such simulations, which have to include all e�ects from homogeneous
and inhomogeneous strains due to local relaxation, is a very demanding task,
and has not been done yet.

In chapter 4 it will be shown, that the same kind of analysis can be
applied to a simpler, 2d triangular system using Lennard Jones interactions,
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Table 2.4: Qualitative behaviour of the studied microscopic energies and

their e�ect on the quality of layer-by-layer growth under compressive strain.

Results are for systems with exchange or hopping being the major di�usion

modes, and also for a triangular 2d system with Lennard-Jones interaction,

which will be discussed in detail in chapter 4. \+" stands for \good for

layer-by-layer growth", whereas \{" denotes hindered layer-by-layer growth.

(a):EA (rel) (b):EA (abs) (d):EB (e):EES

Exchange + { + +
Hopping { + + {
2d LJ (hop) { + { {

predicting improved layer-by-layer growth under tensile strain in that case.
For such a simple system, computer simulations can be done, and indeed in
this case con�rm the prediction.

The bottom line is, that for the growth of Pt, Ir, Au, Al and Pb improved
layer-by-layer growth can be expected under moderate compressive strain.
With the current results, no prediction is possible for the hopping systems
Ag, Cu, Rh, Pd and Ni. Thus, further investigation will be necessary to
weight the inuence of the di�erent e�ects in these cases.

2.5 Surface reconstruction

As a surface reconstruction, one describes the phenomenon that the arrange-
ment of surface atoms can di�er from the bulk structure. Usually, the re-
construction process involves a structural transition between a bulk like sur-
face layer to more complicated superstructures. A prominent example is the
(7� 7) superstructure observed during the growth of Si/Si(111) [130].

The reconstruction of metal surfaces has been observed for several transi-
tion metals, like Au, Pt, Ir and W [111]. Even though Au, Ir and Pt basically
share the same close-packed quasi hexagonal (111) overlayer, there are slight
di�erences, which will be discussed �rst.

The surface of Ir(100) can be prepared in a clean (1 � 1), as well as a
reconstructed ( 5 � 1 ) state (see Fig. 2.5), and is therefore an ideal system
to study the di�erent properties of the reconstructed and unreconstructed
surfaces. The unreconstructed Ir(100) surface has been found to be thermally
stable in the range of 300� 700K, and could be thermally converted to the
( 5 � 1 ) surface by heating up to 1400K. By using electron energy loss
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spectroscopy (EELS) to measure the dispersion of surface phonons, Chen et
al. [24] came to the conclusion, that \the surface stress is the major driving
force for the (1� 1)!( 5 � 1 ) reconstruction of the Ir(100) surface".

[1
10

]

[11
_
0]

Figure 2.5: ( 5 � 1 ) reconstructed superstructure (solid circles) on a clean

(100) substrate (dashed circles), as observed e.g. for Ir(100)hex.

While for the ( 5 � 1 ) reconstruction an anisotropic reduction of the
nearest neighbour distance of 3:8% only along the [110]-direction4 is su�cient
for a perfect commensurate �t for 6 close-packed quasi-hexagonal rows onto
5 close-packed rows of the underlying (100) surface (Fig. 2.5), the situation
for Au and Pt is more complicated.

For Pt(100), it has been shown [64] that the ( 5� 1 ) reconstruction is only
a metastable state, and transforms �nally to a ( 5� 25 ) reconstruction, where
an isotropic reduction of the nearest neighbour distance in all directions
leads to an approximate �tting every 26 close-packed atoms in the overlayer
along the [110] direction. Au(100)hex behaves quite similar, with the only
di�erence being that the observed pattern in this case is ( 5 � 28 ) [1] instead
of ( 5 � 25 ) .

The major focus in this section will be the reconstruction of the Au
(100) surface, even though it will be straightforward to apply the results
at least qualitatively to Ir and especially Pt, as Pt obeys almost the same
reconstruction pattern as Au.

2.5.1 Computational details

To study the properties of reconstructed surfaces, additional to the setup
used before, a hexagonal overlayer was added on top of the �nal fcc (100)

4Unless stated otherwise, the crystallographic directions always refer to the underlying
fcc (100) surface.
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layer, just as in the example of Fig. 2.5. The nearest neighbour distance
along the [110] was reduced, for 6 close-packed atoms to �t on 5 substrate
atoms. Along the [110] direction, di�erent reductions were chosen to obtain
( 5 � 1 ) , ( 5 � 25 ) and ( 5 � 28 ) patterns. As a consequence, due to the
periodic boundary conditions, the lateral system size needs to be a multiple
of 5 along the [110] direction, and a multiple of 25 or 28 respectively, along
the [110] direction. As usual, the cuto� for the tight-binding potential is
chosen to be at the �fth-neighbour distance, and after setting up the sample,
it is relaxed using the conjugate gradient method.

2.5.2 Stability and strain-dependence of Au(100)hex

To check the quality of the tight binding potential for the purpose of surface
reconstruction, the surface energy per atom, de�ned by

ES = (Et(N)�NEa
coh)=Ns; (2.3)

was computed. Et(N) denotes the total energy of a slab of N atoms, Ea
coh is

the cohesive energy per atom5, and NS the number of atoms in the surface
layer. Calculations were done for the clean (100) fcc surface, and ( 5 � 1 ) ,
( 5 � 25 ) , and ( 5 � 28 ) reconstructed surfaces.

Table 2.5: Changes in surface energy depending on the reconstruction pat-

tern.

Reconstruction Es (meV)
none 284

( 5 � 1 ) 221
( 5 � 25 ) 211
( 5 � 28 ) 211

In contrast to calculations using an e�ective medium theory (EMT) me-
thod by B�oning et al. [16], and in agreement with the experiment, the TB-
potential reproduces the correct stabilisation of the hexagonal reconstruction
compared to the clean (100) surface. It even shows, that for Au(100)hex a
( 5 � 25 ) or ( 5 � 28 ) pattern is energetically more favourable than the
simple ( 5 � 1 ) structure. Due to the limited accuracy of the method, it

5To avoid surface e�ects, Ea
coh is calculated from the energy of a subvolume in the

middle of a larger system.
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is not possible to decide whether the ( 5 � 25 ) or the ( 5 � 28 ) surface
is preferred. Recent large scale MD simulations [86] using a semi empirical
\glue-model" [42, 41] have shown, that the (5 �M) structures, with 20 <

M < 35, reveal energy di�erences as small as 0:1meV . As an additional
result, all three tested reconstructions of the Au(100)hex surface turned out
to be at least a metastable state.

Due to the lack of atomically resolved STM-pictures of the corruga-
tion of Au(100)hex, we compare the computed height-corrugation-pattern
of Au(100)hex with a STM-picture of Pt(100)hex. The only notable di�er-
ence should occur in the larger periodicity along the [110] direction.

a) b)

[110]

[11
_
0]

Figure 2.6: Comparison between the corrugation-pattern of (a) STM (Pt)

and (b) calculation (Au). A braid-like periodicity is observed along the [110]
direction for both systems. The gray-level coding is as follows: In the STM-

picture, lighter gray stands for higher electron-density, while in the simulation

it denotes higher atoms.

As Fig. 2.6 shows, STM- and computed pictures match to a very high
degree. Even the braid-like periodicity along the [110] direction can be found
in the computed picture. The corrugation along the [110] direction was found
to be 0:92�A, which is roughly 1=3 of the nearest neighbour distance of bulk
Au. For comparison, the value measured with the STM for Pt(100)hex is
only 0:5�A, or 1=5 of the nearest neighbour distance of Pt.

For the subsequent studies, instead of the experimentally observed ( 5 �
28 ) pattern, the system was set up in the metastable ( 5 � 1 ) reconstruction,
as this is the least common denominator for the three interesting systems Ir,
Pt and Au.

Since surface stress is expected to be the driving force for reconstruc-
tion, it would be interesting to study the behaviour of the system under the
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application of further external strain.
In Fig. 2.7 the energy per atom Et(N)=N is plotted against homogeneous

surface strain �, for the bulk-like as well as for the reconstructed surface. The
height of the sample (number of layers) was kept constant for both systems.
Note that, due to the free surfaces of the sample, the computed minimal
Et(N)=N is always larger than the bulk value of the cohesive energy per
atom: Et(N)=N = �3:67eV for Au(100)hex compared to Ea

coh = �3:78eV
(Au, bulk).
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Figure 2.7: Energy per atom Et(N)=N as a function of isotropic surface

strain for the clean (100) and the ( 5 � 1 ) surface of Gold.

The curves for the unreconstructed as well as for the reconstructed surface
reach their minimum under compressive strain, as due to the two surfaces
the average number of neighbours is reduced compared to the ideal volume
crystal. For metals, this typically leads to a reduced interatomic distance.
Therefore, the state of minimal energy is compressed compared to the volume
crystal.

For increasing compressive strain, the energy di�erence between both
systems is reduced, so that the system will probably switch back to the unre-
constructed phase for su�ciently high compressive strain. It was not possible
to measure the neccessary strain for this crossover, as for large compressive
strain the calculations su�er from instabilities due to very fast increasing
interatomic forces in the case of compression.
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Putting the system under increasing tensile strain leads to further local
reconstructions, which could be recognized by the non-smooth behaviour of
Et(N)=N(�) for the sample with the reconstructed surface.

2.5.3 Adatom di�usion on Au(100)hex

In the following, we address the di�usion behaviour of a single adatom on
the reconstructed surface. In Fig. 2.8, a small part of the ( 5 � 1 ) surface is
shown.

The upper part of Fig. 2.8 shows a 3 � 7 fraction of the now already
known buckling pattern of the (5 � 1 ) surface.
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Figure 2.8: Upper part: Corrugation pattern of the Au ( 5 � 1 ) surface.

Lower part: Potential energy surface seen by an adatom di�using over the

upper con�guration. The di�erence between lines of equal energy corresponds

to 100meV .

In the lower part of Fig. 2.8, the potential energy surface for an adatom,
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di�using over the sample shown above, is plotted. To save computing time,
and to avoid further reconstructions due to perturbations by a di�using
adatom, the calculations where done using a frozen substrate. This should at
least preserve the qualitative character of the results. Additionally, as it has
been shown [98] that neglecting substrate relaxation increases the barriers
for hopping di�usion roughly by about only 10%, one gets an estimate for
the real size of the di�usion barriers. The di�erence between the lines of
equal-energy corresponds to 100meV . It is easy to see, that on the recon-
structed surface, di�usion is no longer isotropic, as it was the case for the
plain fcc (100) surface. Instead, a di�usion behaviour quite similar to that
on the fcc(110) surface can be expected. While the barrier for hopping from
A!B or B!C is relatively low (39meV and 163meV , respectively), it is
higher for a hop over "high" atom rows like from C!D or G!H (206meV
and 230meV ). For typical growth at room temperature (300K), this results
in an di�usion anisotropy

� = D[110]=D[110] (2.4)

of 1=5, when using the maximum di�usion barriers along each direction. Even
though this di�usion by no means can be called one-dimensional, like it is the
case of e.g. Si/Si(100), it will lead to a noticeable anisotropy in the island
shape. This is indeed observed experimentally for the growth of Au/Au(100)
as well as for Pt/Pt(100) (see. Fig. 2.9).

[110]

b)a)

500 A
o

Figure 2.9: Anisotropic island growth for (a) Au/Au(100)hex (F =
0:5ML/min, T = 315K) and (b) Pt/Pt(100)hex (F = 0:02ML/min, T =
389K). STM pictures under permission of [60] (a) and [85] (b).



Chapter 3

Bcc metals

3.1 Motivation

Many transition metals, among them important ones like Fe, W, Cr or Nb,
have a bcc rather than the already studied fcc structure. Multilayer het-
erosystems such as Cr/Fe, Nb/Fe or V/Fe play an increasing role in industrial
applications due to an e�ect called giant magnetoresistance (GMR), discov-
ered almost ten years ago [58]. By looking at the rapidly increasing number
of future applications of the GMR, among them magnetic �eld sensors [28],
magnetic random access memories [45], read/write heads of harddisc sys-
tems [121] and galvanic isolators [65], one can easily judge the importance of
studies of such systems.

Due to the ability to probe in situ the growth and structures of the
materials, MBE again is among the �rst choices to prepare the necessary
magnetic multilayers and sandwiches [46]. Even though the system Cr/Fe
has only a minimal mis�t of (aCr � aFe)=aFe = 0:3%, also mis�ts as large
as � 15% (Nb/Fe) may arise, and thus strain plays a substantial role in
the growth of such structures. This can be seen in a recent STM-picture
by Jensen and K�ohler (see Fig. 3.1), who studied the growth of Iron on the
Tungsten (110) surface [69, 68].

The picture shows two di�erent areas, which are divided by a bunch of
step-edges. In the lower right section, islands start to grow on a rather thin,
pseudomorphic �lm of Fe on the W(110) surface. Due to the large mis�t of
9:4% between Fe and W (aFe = 2:866�A, aW = 3:165�A), this �lm is still highly
strained. Compared to the upper left area, where the Fe �lm is much thicker,
and, due to the incorporation of defects in form of extra lattice planes, almost
relaxed to the natural lattice constant of Fe, the island density is increased.
A possible explanation for the occurance of more and smaller islands can be

39
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Relaxed Fe(110) Fe(110) pseudomorphic to W(110)

Figure 3.1: STM picture of the growth of Fe on W(110)(with permission

from C.Jensen, U. K�ohler, Ruhr-University-Bochum).
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found in the fact, that on the thin tensile strained Fe �lm the mobility of
adatom-hopping is reduced compared to the almost unstrained Fe surface as
it can be found in the upper left area.

For the following studies, the substrate orientation was chosen to be the
bcc (110) surface. This very densely packed surface is most favourable, as
it has the minimal free surface energy, and it allows to study the e�ects of
surface anisotropy due to the absence of three and four-fold symmetries. Also,
with the experimentally very thoroughly studied system W/W(110), plenty
of reference data is available. Additionally from the cooperation within the
SFB-166 with C. Jensen from the group of Prof. U. K�ohler at the Ruhr-
University-Bochum, STM data are available for homo- and heteroepitaxy of
Fe and W systems.

3.2 Method

In order to compute barriers for di�erent processes on the bcc(110) surface,
the same method as for fcc metals was used, with only some minor modi�-
cations.
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Figure 3.2: a) Di�usion directions on the bcc (110) surface. A two-fold bridge

site only exists for di�usion in the [111] direction; in all other directions

di�usion is over on-top positions. b) Relative change of the single atom

energy during an adatom hop in [111] direction for di�erent homogeneously

strained substrates. From bottom to top � = �0:03, � = 0:0 and � = 0:03.

Due to the anisotropy of the (110) surface, three substantially di�erent
di�usion directions exist( see Fig. 3.2). However, only in one out of three pos-
sible directions a two-fold bridge site is involved, while in the other two cases
di�usion would be over an on-top position. On a smooth plane, and in the
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absence of other adatoms or islands, di�usion over the one-fold-coordination
site is very unlikely for at least two reasons, namely the relatively large acti-
vation barrier due to the weak coordination of the adatom at the transition
state, as well as the fact that the transition state is unstable in all lateral
directions. Even the smallest deviation from the ideal path will lead the
adatom to the next available two-fold bridge site. FIM observations by Kel-
logg [73] have shown, that for W/W(110) di�usion only proceeds along the
[111] directions, and moves in the other directions are realized by two consec-
utive \easy" hops. In contrast to di�usion on the fcc(100) plane, due to the
high packing on the bcc(110) plane exchange di�usion cannot be expected to
play a role for di�usion on this surface. Up to now, there is no experimental
evidence for the existence of exchange di�usion in homoepitaxy of bcc sys-
tems. The only exception is the highly corrugated bcc (100) surface, where
MD-simulations [31] using a Lennard-Jones potential indicate the possibility
of di�usion by atomic exchange.

For the interactions between individual atoms, the empirical N-body po-
tential by Finnis and Sinclair [50] was chosen(see section 1.3.3), which allows
one to study a broad range of �ve di�erent bcc metals (Cr, Fe, Mo, Ta, W).

3.3 Strained di�usion

In the �rst step, the strain dependence of the barriers for hopping di�usion
along the [111] direction was measured systematically for Cr, Fe, Mo, Ta and
W. The results are shown in Fig. 3.3.

The qualitative behaviour of the hopping barrier as a function of strain
con�rms the known trend, that the adatom mobility is increased under com-
pressive and reduced under tensile strain. In contrast to the calculations for
hopping di�usion on fcc-metals, noticeable deviations from the ideal linear
behaviour for small strain are observed, even though, unlike the TB-model,
the FS-model reproduces the experimental elastic constants to a very high
degree.

Unfortunately very few experimental data are available for di�usion bar-
riers on bcc(110) surfaces. For vanishing strain, a value of EA = 0:28eV was
computed for Fe/Fe(110). This is 20% larger than the experimental value
measured by Jensen [69] (Eexp

A = 0:225eV ). However, this result was obtained
by measuring the temperature dependence of the island density, as suggested
by Venables [125], and therefore is less exact than e.g. FIM measurements.
W/W(110) is the only system where accurate FIM data are available, with
the results ranging from EA = 0:77eV up to EA = 0:96 [27, 40]. So, for W,
the calculated value of EA = 0:47eV is drastically smaller than the experi-
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Figure 3.3: Strain dependence of the hopping di�usion barrier Ehop
a for the

bcc-transition metals Cr, Fe, Mo, Ta and W. The lines connecting the data

points should help guiding the eye.

mental result. For Ta, Mo and Cr, no experimental data are available. In a
very early work, Flahive and Graham [51] found for Ta and Mo barriers of
EA = 0:30eV (Ta) and EA = 0:40eV (Mo), respectively, using a Morse-type
pair-potential in their work. Since this type of potential is not able to stabi-
lize the bcc structure, surface-relaxation during the di�usion process had to
be neglected. Even without the relaxation, which is known to decrease the
barriers for hopping di�usion at least by about 10%, the calculations with
the Morse potential are well below the results obtained by the FS-potential
(0:50eV (Ta) and 0:42eV (Mo)). For Cr, a value of EA = 0:22eV was calcu-
lated, with neither experimental nor theoretical data to compare with.

3.4 Scaling of self-di�usion barriers

A chemical trend of self-di�usion barriers for hopping di�usion on fcc (100)
surfaces has been found independently by Schroeder [98] and Feibelman [47].
They found, that the activation energy for a single hop scales linearly with the
cohesive energy per atom as EA � 1=6Ea

coh, in agreement with experimental
�ndings. Additionally, Schroeder found that the slope dEA=d� for vanishing
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strain depends almost linearly on Ea
coh.

To check if a similar scaling behaviour could also be found for hopping
di�usion on the bcc (110) surface, the activation energies for di�usion along
the [111] direction were plotted against the cohesive energy per atom Ea

coh

(Fig. 3.4a). Furthermore, Fig. 3.4b shows the dependence of the slope dEA=d�

on Ea
coh . For comparison, the data acquired for hopping di�usion on the fcc

(100) surface are included in the graph (open circles).
Fig. 3.4a con�rms that the activation energies increase almost linear with

Ea
coh, with error bars as small as 3:6%. The largest deviation can be found

for W, where, as argued before, the computed value seems to underestimate
the correct value.

Even though the trend, rising barriers with increasing Ecoh, is in agree-
ment with the results for the fcc transition metals, the slope turns out to be
much smaller, namely EA � 1=17Ea

coh instead of EA � 1=6Ea
coh.

The reduced slope can be explained by considering the surface geometry
and the di�usion path. While on the fcc(100) surface, for a hopping process
two out of four nearest neighbour bonds have to be broken, the number of
nearest neighbour bonds remains constant on the bcc(110) surface. In the
latter, only the two next-nearest neighbour bonds will be elongated on the
two-fold bridge site of the transition state of the bcc(110) surface.

As one already expected from Fig. 3.3, the slopes dEA=d� for the di�erent
bcc metals at � = 0 are widely scattered around the �tting straight line.
Nevertheless a reasonable estimate of the barrier for hopping self-di�usion of
the bcc-transition metalls on the (110) surface in presence of strain can be
given by

Ehop
A � (0:41�+ 0:06)Ea

coh: (3.1)

3.5 Example: Fe/Fe(110)

When studying the fundamentals of crystal growth, there are other essential
processes beside simple di�usion on a smooth plane and its strain dependence.
One type of process, which has been already discussed, are di�usion processes
across Ehrlich-Schwoebel barriers. For islands on the bcc (110) surface, the
problem of step-edge barriers is a little bit more di�cult, as here islands can
have at least three di�erent edges, namely h111i, h110i and h100i edges.

Also, the question of cluster mobility and stability deserves attention. It
is a long known phenomenon, that e.g. a W dimer on W(110) moves faster
than a simple adatom [38]. From further FIM-observations [122], it is known
that cluster di�usion originates from consecutive moves of the individual W
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Figure 3.4: a) Hopping self-di�usion barriers for 5 bcc transition metals on

the (110) surface. b) Slope dEA=d� for � = 0. The open symbols show results

from [98] for hopping self-di�usion on the fcc(100) surface. (Experimental

values for the cohesive energy from C. Kittel, Introduction to solid state
Physics (Wiley, N.Y. 1971))
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adatoms which form the dimer, instead of a concerted move of both atoms at
the same time. Finally, attention should be paid to di�usion not only over,
but also along step-edges, as well as detachment and attachment to steps.

We will adress all those e�ects for the example of Fe/Fe(110). On the
initially at bcc(110) surface, a compact island is placed which features the
edge-orientations which are of interest. Fig. 3.5 shows the setup, and the
schematic di�usion pathways (a-c) for hopping over the di�erent step edges.
Unlike for di�usion on the smooth (110) plane, exchange di�usion may be
important at step-edges, especially at the \rough" edges oriented along the
[110] or [001] direction. The barriers for all these processes are calculated
using the method described in section 1.4.1.

a

b

c

d

[110]

[111]
[001]

d’
e

Figure 3.5: Compact island on the bcc(110) surface, which exhibits step-

edges along the three major directions. The �gure shows the typical di�usion

paths for hopping over the di�erent step-edges (a-c). Additionally, (d! d0)

illustrates one half of a dimer-di�usion-step in the [111] direction, whereas
the second step (e along the [111] direction) is just equivalent to the return

process d0 ! d.

Additionally, an isolated adatom is placed on the surface, which will serve
as the nucleus for dimer di�usion and decay (cf. Fig. 3.5d). Note that
for a complete dimer di�usion step, two consecutive hops of the atoms are
necessary. After atom d has moved to d0, e also has to move along the [111]
direction. The latter step, however, is energetically equivalent to the return
process d0 ! d.

3.5.1 Dimer di�usion and stability

The barrier for the �rst dimer di�usion step d! d0 along the [111] direction
was calculated to be EDi;1

A = 0:20eV , whereas the reverse process, d0 ! d,
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has an only slightly larger barrier of EDi;2
A = 0:21eV .

Apart from prefactors, the e�ective rate Reff = R0e
�E

Di;eff

A
=kBT for two

consecutive hops with individual rates R1;2 = R0e
�E

Di;1;2

A
=kBT is given by

Reff =
R1 �R2

R1 +R2

:

As EDi;1
A � EDi;2

A , Reff can be approximated by

Reff �
R0

2
e�E

Di;eff

A
=kBT :

At T = 300K, a prefactor 1=2 corresponds to a very small change in the
activation barrier, namely 0:02eV , so that the e�ective di�usion barrier of a
dimer is given by E

Di;eff
A � 0:22eV .

Similar to the experimental observation of tungsten dimers on W(110),
this is signi�cantly lower than the activation energy for the hop of an isolated
adatom (EA = 0:28eV ). This could be an explanation for the fact, that the
experimental value of EA = 0:225eV was 20% below the computed barrier for
single adatom movement, as the analysis of the island-density only reveals
an e�ective di�usion barrier, which neglects the actual transport mechanism.
The barrier for dimer di�usion directly along the [001] direction1 is found to
be more than twice as large, namely EDi

A;[001] = 0:425eV , making it rather
unlikely that this di�usion direction will play a signi�cant role for the re-
sulting surface morphology. The energy of a dimer-bond was found to be
Edim = 0:51eV , which is less than half of the strength of a typical bond in
bulk Fe (1

4
Ea
coh), again in agreement with experimental observations for other

bcc metals, e.g. a W dimer on W(110) [9].
This sums up to a total barrier for the breaking of a Fe dimer of EDB =

EA + Edim = 0:79eV . Therefore, at typical temperatures for the growth
of Fe, which are around room temperature, such a move is is a rather rare
process, and the critical island size i� in this case would be almost equal to
one. However, there is an energetically favourable possibility to overcome this
large barrier in two smaller steps. When looking at Fig. 3.5, an adatom which
moves in a dimer-di�usion step from position (d) along the [111] direction can
make another hop in the same direction with a barrier of only EA = 0:61eV ,
resulting in a now almost dissociated dimer. But, on the other hand, from
this position chances are high that in the next di�usion step the almost
isolated adatoms will attract each other and form a dimer again, so that
after all the size of the critical nucleus for the system Fe/Fe(110) can safely
be assumed to be i� = 1.

1Along this direction, both dimer-di�usion-steps are equivalent.
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3.5.2 Edge di�usion, detachment and step-edge barri-

ers

Edge di�usion plays a signi�cant role for the shape of the islands. While high
mobility of adatoms along edges, or, alternatively, relatively easy detachment
and immediate re-attachment, will lead to the growth of compact island, with
smooth edges, the opposite case will produce rough, or even fractal islands2.

In case of more complicated surface geometries, like the (110) plane, the
existence of additional barriers at step-edges not only leads to a surface
instability, but, if the ESB is smaller at one edge than at another, will have
a signi�cant e�ect on the resulting island shape.

The barriers measured for di�usion along and over the edges of the island
shown in Fig. 3.5 are summarized in Tab. 3.1. For the step-edge barriers,
not only the barriers for hopping over the edge but also for exchange with
the step were calculated.

Table 3.1: Edge di�usion, detachment and Ehrlich Schwoebel barriers for

islands on the Fe(110) surface

Direction/edge Type Barrier [eV]
[111] di�. along h111i 0.34

det. from h001i 0.76
det. from h111i 0.48

[001] di�. along h001i 0.65
det. from h110i 1.46

h111i hopping 0.31
exchange 0.74

h110i hopping 0.25
exchange 0.16

h001i hopping 0.26
exchange 0.26

For di�usion along the h001i and the h111i edge, a high anisotropy of
nearly 2 : 1 (0:65eV=0:34eV ) is found for the activation energies. This
anisotropy plays a crucial role for the elongated island shapes observed on
the bcc(110) surface. An adatom at the h111i edge is relatively more mobile

2A popular example for growth with irreversible aggregation to islands without edge-
di�usion is the model of di�usion-limited aggregation (DLA) [134], which results in very
nice fractal islands.
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and, due to the 40% higher detachment barrier, will reach a more stable kink
site (or another adatom at the same step) with a higher probability than an
adatom at a h001i step (low mobility, only 16% larger detachment barrier).
Therefore, more material will be caught at the edge with fast di�usion than
at the edges with slower di�usion, and, as a result, the islands will grow
faster in the [001] direction.

At the very densely packed h111i edge, the interlayer transport mecha-
nism will be of the hopping type. At the h001i edge, however, the barriers
for hopping and exchange are equal, so that without knowing the exact pref-
actor for both mechnisms, it is not possible to decide which mechanism is
the dominant one. Finally, at the h110i edge, we �nd a signi�cantly lower
barrier for exchange than for hopping, which is plausible when looking at
the geometry of the h110i step-edge. At this orientation, edge atoms have
the smallest number of nearest and next nearest neighbours among the three
directions being in question.

It has to be noted, that the ESB at the h110i edge is only half of the size
of the additional barrier at the h111i step-edge, and still about 40% smaller
than the one at the h001i edge. This could also serve as a possible explanation
of the experimentally observed elongated island shape in the [001] direction,
as adatoms will prefer the way down at the h110i edge, which is orthogonal
to the [001] direction.

In chapter 5, it will be shown that KMC-simulations based on the barriers
calculated with the help of the FS-potential mimic the STM results from the
growth of Fe/Fe(110) to a very high degree, particularly the elongated island
shape.
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Chapter 4

Simulation of growth on

strained surfaces

4.1 Overview and introduction

Due to the complex nature of crystal growth, with the number of involved
particles being of the order of 1023, and timescales ranging from 10�13s (corre-
sponding to the vibrational frequency of atoms) up to several hours (a typical
time in growth experiments), the theoretical description of growth phenom-
ena is a very demanding task. One way of dealing with such problems is to
use continuum models, which are usually based on the analytical or numerical
solution of homogeneous rate equations [145, 114, 126, 128] and mean-�eld
arguments. Even though these equations are straightforward to formulate,
they are not capable of giving information about the surface morphologies,
which is clearly a drawback in times of atomically resolved STM-pictures.
In a very recent model, Gyure et al. [61, 91] presented a promising method,
which overcomes this limitation by using the so called level-setmethod to cal-
culate the motion of island boundaries, while still keeping the adatom density
a continuous variable. Aside from MBE, similar moving boundary methods
have already been applied to the problem of growth from a solution [66].

When approaching the problem from a microscopic point of view, molecu-
lar dynamics (MD) [3] and Monte Carlo (MC) [82] methods can be applied to
a wide range of problems in crystal growth, while still yielding the (hopefully)
correct surface morphology.

The clear advantage of the MD method is the conceptual simplicity. If
only the correct interatomic forces are known1, only substrate temperature

1The calculation of the interatomic forces, however, is a non-trivial problem. This was
discussed in section 1.3.

51
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and deposition rate are necessary as additional parameters for the simulation
of crystal growth. But unfortunately, due to the aim of the MD method of
describing the correct di�usion path for each adatom by integrating New-
tons equation of motion2, it can be applied only to very small systems and
rather small timescales. Even on modern supercomputers, typical simulation
times are in the order of nanoseconds, compared to deposition rates of one
monolayer per second in typical growth conditions. Still MD is useful for
the determination of single adatom di�usion parameters, which can be used
afterwards in rate equation or Monte Carlo approaches, or to study void for-
mation during �lm growth [110]. Even the motion of clusters on the surface
can be studied using MD, as Voter [132] recently showed using a sophisticated
method called hyper MD, based on transition state theory.

Todays most common and versatile method in simulation of epitaxial
growth is based on the Monte Carlo (MC) technique. It has been successfully
applied to homo- and heteroepitaxial growth, for metals [118] as well as for
semiconductors [109, 133], and on timescales ranging from the submonolayer
regime [100] up to several thousand deposited monolayers [119]. However,
MC simulations are still based on the time- and lengthscales of single adatom
di�usion, and depending on the complexity of the problem, a large number
of input parameters may be necessary. Further discussion of the MC method
can be found in the following section.

The incorporation of strain can be achieved straight forward by MD simu-
lations, and was already used e.g. to study island energetics in highly strained
epitaxy [142] or interdi�usion e�ects in early stages of Stranski-Krastanov
growth [62]. But, still, the limitations for system size and simulation time
have to be kept in mind.

In MC simulations and continuum-models, this task is harder to accom-
plish. While in the rate equation approach, strain can be accounted for by
modifying nucleation rates and island capture numbers [32], in MC simula-
tions the correction of binding (or hopping, in KMC simulations) energies
with an energy due to a continuous strain-�eld is necessary [80]. Conven-
tional MC methods with atoms kept at �xed positions on a periodic lattice
fail, when one is interested in e�ects such as island relaxation or elastic inter-
actions between steps. Such problems can be studied using o�-lattice models,
where a displacement of the atoms from their initial site is allowed. Such
models were suggested for example by Sitter et al. [88, 117] or Barab�asi [6].

2As already noted in the initial chapter, instead of using (semi-)empirical potentials,
todays state-of-the-art MD simulations involve DFT methods.
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4.2 Monte Carlo simulations

4.2.1 Theoretical description of the MC method

Monte Carlo methods are common tools in computational physics to calcu-
late thermodynamic quantities in equilibrium. Such problems usually involve
the calculation of high-dimensional phase-space-integrals, like the partition
function Z = Tr(e��Ĥ(C)), where the trace operation runs over all con�g-
urations. Ĥ denotes the energy functional of the system, and � is de�ned
as � = 1=kbT . Taking into account that the number of possible con�gu-
rations is incredibly large for a realistic number of of particles N, which is
usually of the order 1020, one can imagine how di�cult this problem really
is. To overcome this limitation, almost 50 years ago, Metropolis et al. [82]
suggested the following method3: When going through the phase space of
possible con�gurations C in the manner of a random walk, one gets a distri-
bution function P (C), which in the limit of in�nitely many steps should be

equal to the canonical Boltzmann distribution P (C) = Peq(C) = e��Ĥ(C)=Z.
Such a random walk, where con�gurations C 0 at times t0 > t are constructed
from the con�guration C(t) is called Markovian process. It is constructed by
speci�cation of the transition probability w(C ! C 0). A su�cient (not nec-
essary) condition that the chosen w, and therefore the constructed process,

leads to a converging Peq(C) = e��Ĥ=Z is to impose the principle of detailed
balance

Peq(C)w(C ! C 0) = Peq(C
0)w(C 0 ! C): (4.1)

One frequent way of choosing the transition probability w is given by
w = minf1; exp(���E)g, where �E is the energy di�erence between con-
�gurations C and C 0. The min operation ensures that this probability does
not exceed unity if �E < 0. Such a process can also be understood as a
numerical solution of the master equation

@P (C; t)

@t
= �

X
C0

w(C ! C 0)P (C; t) +
X
C

w(C 0 ! C)P (C 0; t): (4.2)

4.2.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations

The choice w = e���E is only one out of in�nitely many possibilities to de�ne
a system which generates the equilibrium ensemble Peq(C) = e��Ĥ=Z. The
correct transition rates for the actual experiments may not obey detailed

3It has to be noted that this method works only if the system is ergodic, i.e. all possible
transitions C(t)! C 0(t0) have a probability greater than zero.
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balance, e.g. describe a non equilibrium process. A method which describes
the correct evolution in time and the proper equilibrium state consists of a
sequence of microscopic processes, which have to be chosen with the correct
probabilities. The rate Ri of a thermally activated di�usion event i on the
surface is then given by (see Eq. (1.3), Sec. 1.2)

Ri = R0e
(�Ei

A
=kBT ); (4.3)

where R0 is chosen to be 1013s�1, and Ei
A denotes the barrier for the speci�c

di�usion step i. Using the deposition rate

RD = F � Ld0

; (4.4)

where F , L and d0 are deposition ux, system size and surface dimensionality,
respectively, the total rate of all microscopic processes can be calculated as

R =
X
i

Ri +RD: (4.5)

The markovian chain of elementary processes is now constructed in the fol-
lowing way. A uniformly distributed pseudo random number4 r is generated
in the range 0 < r < R. The corresponding event j is given by the �rst j,
for which

jX
i=1

Ri � r (4.6)

is ful�lled. Then, the corresponding event is carried out. If Eq. (4.6) is
never accomplished, a new adatom will be deposited at a random site of
the substrate. This is basically the method suggested by Bortz, Kalos and
Lebowitz [17] (BKL). While this method avoids high rejection rates, espe-
cially at low temperatures, which are known from \classic" MC methods, it
has other drawbacks, like the need to know the rate of all possible processes.
Possible improvements of this kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method can be
found in a recent review article by Levi and Kotrla [78].

4.2.3 Simulation time

Further remarks have to be made concerning the real time elapsed during
one Monte Carlo step (MCS). Unlike in classical MC algorithms, in KMC
the time does not advance linearly in discrete time steps �t. Instead, after
the selection of an event with a large rate, the increment in time is smaller

4Random numbers are always generated in a deterministic manner. A general discus-
sion about producing sequences of random numbers can be found in [89].
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than after choosing an event with a smaller rate. In simulations of crys-
tal growth, the probably easiest way of measuring the simulation time is
by keeping track of the deposited atoms, which directly yields the elapsed
time via the known deposition rate. This is quite convenient, since often
experimentalists measure real time in units of deposited monolayers. This,
however, does not work e.g. in the case of annealing experiments, where just
the time evolution under di�erent temperatures is interesting. Then, using
the common approximation that all events take place one after another, and
the length of the process � is given according to the Poisson distribution
P (�) = R � e�R� , the average time of a single event is simply given by

h�i = 1=R: (4.7)

4.3 Characterization of the model

To overcome the drawbacks of very limited timescales, and the increasing
number of parameters, which have to be obtained from experiments or other
methods, we develop a new simulation algorithm for coherent heteroepitaxial
growth. It is capable of accounting for local and global strain e�ects, as well
as it depends only on a minimal set of free parameters.

To accomplish this di�cult task, we combine the well understood and
established KMC algorithm with the molecular static method for barrier
calculation used throughout chapters 2 and 3. As a sample system, we use a
2d Lennard-Jones [77] system. The particle interaction is given by

Uij = 4U0

2
4
 
�

rij

!12

�
 
�

rij

!6
3
5 ; (4.8)

resulting in an equilibrium distance for two LJ-particles of r0 =
6
p
2�. In the

following, the prefactor U0, which de�nes the energy scale, is set to unity. �
is adjusted for an equilibrium lattice spacing of a = 1 in the unstrained bulk-
system. As typical for pair potentials, the bulk-lattice constant a is reduced
(in the present case by approximately 1%) compared to the distance of the
isolated pair r0. Due to the isotropy of the LJ-interaction, the choice of the
potential leads to a triangular lattice. It will be embedded in a rectangular
simulation box with one free surface and one �xed boundary at the bottom
layer (cf. Fig. 1.7 in section 1.4.1). Periodic boundary conditions in the
lateral direction allow compressive or tensile strain to be imposed by variation
of the lateral size of the simulation box. For all calculations, the interaction
range is restricted to r < 3a, a value at which the strength of the interaction
dropped to less than 1% of the value at the equilibrium distance.
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Before actually performing computer simulations of epitaxial growth, the
elastic properties, as well as the di�usion behaviour of the model system have
to be taken into account. Therefore, in the following a short summary of the
properties of the LJ-system will be given.

4.3.1 Elastic properties and coherence

Bulk modulus

As a simple test of the program and the implemented relaxation mechanism,
the strain dependence of the bulk-modulus B, given by5

B = V � d
2U(V )

dV 2
; (4.9)

was calculated and compared to the analytical result. Here, V is the
volume and U is the total energy of the crystal. In the simulations, isotropic
strain was imposed on the system by variation of the size of the simulation
box in x and y directions and using periodic boundary conditions in both
directions. After each modi�cation of the box size, the system was relaxed
to the minimal energy con�guration.

By expressing the interatomic distances rij in Eq. (4.8) in units of the
bulk nearest neighbour distance r, rij = �ijr, and summing up over the
whole lattice, on gets

U(V ) = 2N

"
C1

�
�

r

�12
� C2

�
�

r

�6#
; (4.10)

where C1 and C2 are the lattice sums, de�ned as

C1 =
X
ij

��12ij and C2 =
X
ij

��6ij ; (4.11)

and for the triangular lattice are given by C1 � 6:001 and C2 � 6:359,
respectively. N is the total number of particles, which in the triangular
lattice occupy a volume of

V =
p
3=2Nr2: (4.12)

Note that unless the external strain � is equal to zero, r 6= a. The bulk-
modulus can now easily be derived from Eqs. (4.9)-(4.12). In correspondence
with the simulations the lattice sum method leads to a cohesive energy per
atom of Ea

coh = 3:364eV . As expected, Fig. 4.1 shows that the numerical
results �t the analytic expression for the bulk-modulus almost perfectly.

5This is only true at zero temperature or constant entropy, since only in this case
dU = �pdV is ful�lled.
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Figure 4.1: Bulk modulus B in the 2d triangular Lennard Jones system as

a function of relative change in the total volume V=V0. V0 is the volume in

the unstrained reference state. Simulation (symbols) and analytic expression

(solid line) match almost perfectly.
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Elastic constants

The elastic constants of the model system can be obtained using the classical
theory of the harmonic crystal, as it can be found in standard textbooks
[75, 4]. They are given by

C���� =
1

8
[R�D��R� +R�D��R� +R�D��R� +R�D��R�] ; (4.13)

with R being the distance vector between two atoms, and

D�1�2 = @2U=(@�1@�2); (4.14)

where the �i are the components of R. As C is invariant under exchange
of ��$ �� and � $ �, � $ �, only 6 out of the 16 elements the fourth-rank
tensor C has in 2d are independent. This number is further reduced to as
little as only two elastic constants, which are given by Cxxxx = Cyyyy = 90:84
and Cxxyy = Cxyxy = 30:286. Due to the invariance for reection at the x
and y-axis, constants with an odd number of occurrences of x or y indices
vanish, so that Cxxxy = Cyyxy = 0.

Coherence/dislocations

Another detail which has to be checked, prior to performing simulations of
crystal growth, are the limits, under which the growth is still coherent and
no mis�t dislocations occur. This will be considered for the example of a
surface under compressive strain. For a tensile strained surface qualitatively
the same results can be expected, but due to the shape of the LJ-potential
generally higher tensile strains are necessary, for which the system is no
longer su�ciently stable.

In the submonolayer regime, with a maximal island height of one, it has
been shown [97] that islands always grow in registry with the substrate for
compressive strain � > �0:09. However, it is also known [52, 79] that the
occurrence of mis�t dislocations depends on a critical thickness of the �lm, or
islands, respectively. For example, in the LJ-model an island of height H = 5
and lateral size L = 5 is still in registry with the substrate for � = �0:19,
while for � = �0:21 a mis�t dislocation is introduced to accommodate the
strong external strain (see Fig. 4.2).

As we are mainly interested in coherent growth without considering mis�t
dislocations, it is necessary to know the critical strain at which the nucleation

6Cxxyy = Cxyxy is known as Cauchy relation, and has to be satis�ed for isotropic
potentials.
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Figure 4.2: Relaxed island on a compressed substrate with L = 5, H = 5.
While at � = �0:19 (dashed circles) the island is still in registry with the

surface, at � = �0:21 (solid circles) mis�t dislocations occur (black arrow).

The diameters of the circles are chosen to reect the actual atomic distances

to the nearest neighbours

of dislocations sets in. The surface in the phase-diagram in Fig. 4.3 divides
a dislocated from a coherent phase.

No mis�t dislocations were observed in our simulation below a substrate
strain of � = �0:052. At higher compressive strains, the existence of mis�t
dislocations depends on the lateral island size as well as on its height. For
an island height up to three layers and L > 30, the critical mismatch of
� � �0:07 is in good agreement with results from Dodson and Taylor [33],
who, using classic Monte Carlo techniques, found islands with � up to �0:08
to be stable without mis�t dislocations. So, when simulating epitaxial growth
with the proposed method without dislocations, the imposed external strain
should be kept at j�j � 0:05.

4.3.2 Di�usion behaviour

Hopping di�usion on the strained surface of a 2d LJ-crystal has been studied
extensively before [97]. This, however, is not the case for exchange di�usion.
Moreover, hopping and exchange at the step-edge of the LJ-system have not
been studied before. Therefore, we computed these quantities in almost the
same way as earlier in the cases of 3d fcc and bcc systems. The results are
summarized in Fig. 4.4.

The following qualitative features were observed:

� Hopping di�usion is the preferred di�usion mode on the plane, with
enhanced adatom mobility under compressive strain.
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Figure 4.3: Phase diagram for critical external compressive strain depend-

ing on island size and island height. For systems with a strain less than

� = �0:052, no dislocations are observed. For stronger compression, de-

pending on island size and island height incommensurable strain leads to the

nucleation of mis�t dislocations.
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� For �0:08 � � � 0:08, EA(�) is an almost linear function.

� On a frozen substrate, the barrier for hopping is raised roughly by 10%.

� For compressive strains not too large (� � �0:06), also at the step-
edge hopping is preferred. The Ehrlich Schwoebel barrier for hopping
is decreased under tensile strain.

� Adatoms are more strongly bound under compression than under ten-
sile strain.

4.3.3 Prediction

As already indicated in section 2.4, a prediction for the LJ-system whether
compressive or tensile strain would favour layer-by-layer growth or not is pos-
sible. In contrast to the \exchange" fcc transition metals like Au or Pt, the
\hopping" LJ-system has faster di�usion and stronger bound adatoms under
compressive strain (fcc transition metals with exchange: faster di�usion and
stronger bound adatoms under tension). Also, the ES-barrier is reduced un-
der tensile strain, whereas for the fcc exchange-systems it was reduced under
compressive strain. Now, following the same line of reasoning as in section 2.4
(see also Tab. 2.4), one can conclude that here three out of four arguments
(namely adatom drift, locally enhanced di�usion on islands and ES-barrier)
should lead to enhanced layer-by-layer growth under tensile strain. In the
following, this prediction will be supported by computer simulations.

4.4 Simulations with exact barriers

4.4.1 Method

The following method is used for computer simulations of strained epitaxial
growth with exact barriers for individual microscopic processes. It is based
on the standard algorithm for KMC simulations as suggested by Bortz et
al. [17].

The necessary barriers Ei
A in Eq. (4.3) are calculated individually for the

possible movements of every free7 atom in the system. After each step, the
system in the vicinity of the executed hop is relaxed to the con�guration of
minimal energy, and, to avoid the accumulation of errors, the whole system
is relaxed in regular intervals.

7Only atoms with less than four nearest neighbours are considered as free. This con-
dition allows detachment from step-edges, while removing of atoms from the close-packed
surface is forbidden.
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E�cient barrier calculation

It is quite clear that the conventional method of moving the adatom in small
steps across the surface, although simple to implement, is not very e�cient.
Instead, one should use the following method: The binding energy of an
adatom can be obtained by simple relaxation of the adatom to the pre-
ferred position of minimal energy. For the calculation of the saddle-point
energy, the advanced relaxation technique (ART), as suggested by Barkema
and Mousseau [7] can be applied. After an initial displacement of the adatom
from the equilibrium position, it is moved to the next saddlepoint (in the di-
rection of the initial displacement) by iterative application of a rede�ned
force

G = F � (1� �)(F ��X̂)�X̂: (4.15)

F denotes the, in our model 2N -dimensional, force vector from the in-
teraction potential, and �X̂ is the unit-vector, pointing from the last local
minimum to the current position of the con�guration. � is a positive num-
ber, usually of the order of 2. Due to the property of G to be opposite in
sign to F in direction parallel to �X̂ and equal F in any other direction
perpendicular to �X̂, the iterative application of G forces the system to the
next saddle point.

It has been shown (see Fig. 4.4), that the barriers for hopping di�usion
on a frozen substrate compared to the full relaxed surface only di�er by a
constant shift, and therefore the response of the substrate was neglected dur-
ing calculation of the barriers. Additionally, unlike the case of the transition
metals investigated before, exchange di�usion does not play any role in this
system for moderate strains, so only barriers of hopping processes have to be
calculated.

Adatom deposition, restrictions and limits

New adatoms are deposited randomly on the surface at a rate RD = F � L.
The opposite process, desorption of atoms, is neglected, since under typical
growth conditions the evaporation rate is negligible. During deposition, the
adatoms are moved to the lowest position with two nearest neighbours in the
underlying layer, as shown in Fig. 4.5.

Also, overhangs were not considered throughout the simulations. This is
guaranteed by the condition, that sites can only be occupied if the site one
or two layers below is also occupied. In principle, this restriction still allows
vacancies to be created, even though no vacancies could be observed in the
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Figure 4.5: Deposition on the triangular lattice.

simulations8. With one event (hopping or deposition) taking roughly 0:5s
on a modern workstation, the limit of the proposed algorithm is reached at
about D=F = 104, which corresponds e.g. to a temperature of T = 350K
and a deposition rate of F = 0:1ML=s. This already leads to a total time
of the order of several weeks for a single simulation, with a deposition of
4 monolayers, a system size of L = 200 and a statistic over 10 independent
runs. For a further increase inD=F , not only the average number of di�usion
events between two deposition events rises, but it would also be necessary to
use a system size L > 200 to avoid �nite-size e�ects.

4.4.2 Results

An experimental standard method of examining the quality of layer by layer
growth is to look for oscillatory behaviour of dynamical quantities, like e.g.
the RHEED intensity in anti-Bragg condition. From this point of view, the
intensity of the RHEED beam reaches its maximum always for completely
�lled layers. Another quantity which can be used to understand the temper-
ature and strain dependence of growth modes is the surface width w, which
is de�ned as the root mean square deviation in the surface height,

w2 = h(hi � hhii)2i: (4.16)

The averaging is generally done over the surface lattice sites i. For rough

8Note that we distinguish between vacancies, which are simply unoccupied lattice sites,
and mis�t dislocations, which denote free sites, which can not hold an atom due to the
large displacements of the neighbouring atoms in highly strained systems (see section 4.6).
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growth and long times, w2 diverges in an in�nite system with a power law
behaviour: w2 / t2�. Due to the way overhangs are avoided in the presented
model, one has probably downhill currents along inclined planes, i.e Edwards-
Wilkinson [37] (EW) behaviour, for which � = 1=4 would apply. Perfect
layer-by-layer growth would result in an exponent of � = 0, i.e., the surface
remains smooth.

Inuence of the ES-barrier

With EES = 0:33eV , the 2d LJ system exhibits a very strong ES-barrier. At
a ratio of EES=EA = 0:5, hardly any layer-by-layer growth can be observed
in this system at all. A simple analysis (see Fig. 4.6) shows, that only at
very high temperatures (T > 1000K) notable interlayer transport can be
expected.
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Figure 4.6: Ratio of the rates for interlayer di�usion without (EA) and with

ES-barrier (EA + EES) as a function of substrate temperature T. EA =
0:67eV , EES = 0:33eV , and the same prefactors are used for both rates.

Temperatures above 1000K, however, would require a very large depo-
sition ux of F � 106 ML/s and even more to keep D=F in the order of
104. However, in the present work we are mainly interested in the growth
behaviour of metals, which is usually done at or only slightly above room
temperature. Therefore, we will restrict our analysis to this temperature
range. To be able to study the inuence of strain on layer-by-layer growth at
moderate temperatures, the ES-barrier was neglected and set to zero. This
was done by replacing the (increased) barrier for hopping over the step-edge
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by a barrier which is calculated at startup for di�usion on the initially at
strained surface. Due to the relaxation of islands the procedure described
below will lead to a vanishing ES-barrier in the case of compressive strain,
where the di�usion barrier on islands is increased compared to the initial sur-
face. On a tensilely strained surface, however, relaxation will lead to a very
small ES-barrier at the step-edge. For example, on an island of size L = 10
on a substrate with tensile strain � = 0:05, the barrier at the step-edge would
be raised by EES = 0:02eV , with a resulting ratio of EES=EA = 0:03, the
e�ect on the growth mode should be rather small. Therefore, the procedure
seems to be suitable to avoid a signi�cant barrier at the island edge.

Growth at di�erent temperatures

Let us �rst consider the temperature dependence of the growth without ex-
ternal strain (homoepitaxy). Theoretical studies of homoepitaxial growth
have shown, that without additional step-edge barriers, layer-by-layer growth
should be improved with increasing temperature [70]. Fig. 4.7 shows simu-
lation results for the surface width as well as for the so called Bragg or
kinematic intensity I = h(neven � nodd)

2i. Here, neven (nodd) denotes the
number of atoms in even (odd) surface layers. The temperature is raised
from T = 250K up to T = 350K.
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Figure 4.7: Surface width w and normalized kinematic intensity I for T =
250K, T = 300K and T = 350K. Deposition rate is F = 0:1ML=s. This

corresponds to a ratio of D=F between 1 < D=F < 1:2 � 104. In the inset

a double-logarithmic plot of the surface width is shown, together with two

dashed lines, which illustrate the limiting cases of � = 1=2 and � = 1=4.
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As expected, the damping of the oscillations in the kinematic intensity, as
well as in the surface width are reduced with increasing temperature, indicat-
ing a transition from rough-growth to layer-by-layer growth between 250K
and 350K. But even at T = 350K, with the highest currently accessible
D=F the oscillations are not very distinct. Therefore even higher tempera-
tures will be necessary for good layer-by-layer growth on larger timescales.
From the time dependence of the surface width for T = 250K in Fig. 4.7, one
can extract an e�ective exponent of � = 0:38, which is probably a crossover
between random deposition in the submonolayer regime (� = 1=2) and EW-
behaviour (� = 1=4).

Strained epitaxial growth

Now we want to discuss the question, how external strain inuences epitaxial
growth. At T = 350K the unstrained system already shows oscillations in
the surface width. Simulations were done for tensile strain of � = 0:025, as
well as compressive strain of � = �0:025 and � = �0:05. The results are
shown in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Surface width w and normalized Bragg intensity I for di�er-

ently strained substrates with �0:05 � � � 0:025. Oscillations in w and I

are reinforced under tensile strain, and vanish completely under compressive

strain.

Even though the tensily strained substrate reduces the average ratio of
D=F ((D

F
)�=0:025 = 4:5 � 103 compared to (D

F
)�=0:0 = 1:2 � 104), the oscillations

in the dynamical quantities w and I are clearly enhanced. On the other
hand, the same amount of compressive strain stops the layer-by-layer growth
almost immediately, even though the average D=F is increased ((D

F
)�=0:025 =
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2:9�104). This, however, is exactly what was predicted in section 4.3.3: layer-
by-layer growth is favoured by tensile strain, and hindered under compressive
strain. It has to be noted, that in contrast to section 4.3.3, the inuence of
the ES-barrier was neglected in the simulations, so that for the 2d LJ system
even two out of three arguments from section 4.3.3 (see also Tab. 2.4) lead
to the predicted behaviour.

For a better understanding of the total suppression of layer-by-layer growth
under compressive strain, look at Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Layer distribution function as a function of deposited mass (in

monolayers) with (compressive: triangles, tensile: squares) and without (cir-

cles) external strain.

The �gure shows the layer distribution function as a function of total
coverage. For comparison, the same function is plotted for the model of
statistical growth [26] (SG) (which is also called random deposition), where
the \mass" �h per layer h as a function of total coverage � is given by

�h(�) = 1� e��
h�1X
n=0

�n

n!
: (4.17)

A major feature of this model is that it does not account for adatom
di�usion, and therefore does not have any interlayer transport mechanism.

For vanishing external strain (circles), the behaviour is as one would
expect for a system without additional step-edge barrier and su�ciently high
D=F : Acreation of adatoms and nucleation of new islands in the second and
third layer are delayed compared to the model of SG due to the high interlayer
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transport of adatoms. Small external tensile strain (squares) even increases
the interlayer transport, and thus the observed delay of nucleation in higher
layers. On the other hand, the same amount of compressive strain (triangles)
almost completely interrupts any mass transport to lower layers, as indicated
by the fact that the deviation in the layer distribution function in Fig. 4.9
from the model of SG is only very small.

This shows that the e�ect of the reduced mobility on islands compared
to the one in the neighbourhood of an island and the adatom drift to the
island center, as discussed in section 2.4, compensates the positive e�ect for
layer-by-layer growth from the increased D=F . The change in D=F , which
is about a factor of 4 from � = 0:025 to � = �0:025, corresponds to a change
of temperature of only �15K.

But, still the question remains how the inuence of the adatom drift and
the relatively reduced adatom mobility have to be weighted. To this end, we
introduce a simpli�ed model which will be discussed in the following section.

4.5 A simpli�ed model

Instead of calculating barriers based on the speci�c microscopic con�guration,
one can assume the hopping barrier to be constant all over the island. The
barrier, however, will of course depend on the average strain � of the island.
Using the result for hopping di�usion on a strained, frozen surface from
section 4.3.2, the barrier for a hopping process on an island like that is
approximately given by

EA � (1:13�+ 0:68)eV: (4.18)

4.5.1 Height dependence of island relaxation

Even though at the moderate strains investigated here mis�t dislocations do
not occur, the average strain of the island will still depend on the lateral
island size L (here, L denotes the number of atoms which form the island)
and, in case the island is not directly on the surface, on the strain of the
terrace below (see Fig. 4.10).

Therefore, one has calculate the average strain �2 of an island of size L,
which is on top of an island with average strain �1.

The following ansatz9 can be choosen to describe the lateral displacement

9A similar problem was solved by Ratsch [90] for the atomistic Frenkel-Kontorova [54]
model, which describes an island on a strained surface as a linear chain of harmoni-
cally coupled atoms in contact with a rigid sinusoidal potential. He obtained ux =
ueq
�
1� a � e�Z=�(L)

�
, where Z is the layer index for islands height larger than one.
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Figure 4.10: Di�erent strained islands. As smaller island can relief strain

more e�ciently, on average j�01j < j�1j holds. Additionally, relaxation in-

creases with the layer index, so that j�2j < j�1j < j�0j.

ux of an atom at the island edge in the absence of mis�t dislocations:

ux = ueq � c1
�
1� e�1=�(L)

�
: (4.19)

ueq would be the displacement
10 of the edge atom if the island could relief

the strain perfectly, c1 is a �tting constant and � is the characteristic length
of the exponential. Since the only characteristic length in this problem is
the island size, one can conclude that � has to be linear in L; � = c2 � L.
ueq and ux in the �rst layer can be calculated as ueq = (L=2)(a � r0) and
ux = (L=2)(r1 � r0). r0 and r1 denote the average lattice spacing in the
topmost prestrained substrate layer, and in the somewhat relaxed �rst layer
island, respectively (see also Fig. 4.10). a is the equilibrium lattice constant.
Finally, the average strain of an island �1 as a function of the strain of the
underlying terrace �0 is given by

�1 � �0

�0 � �c
= c1

�
1� e�1=(c2L)

�
; (4.20)

where an additional �tting parameter �c was introduced as a surface cor-
rection term to compensate the fact, that due to the lower coordination even
on an unstrained11 surface the edges of an island will relax slightly outwards.

As Fig. 4.11 shows, this function describes the calculated relaxation be-
haviour for di�erent island sizes on di�erently strained surfaces quite well.

The best data collaps was obtained for �c = 0:006. The relaxation be-
haviour is well described by c1 = 0:87 and c2 = 6:04.

The major di�culty now is to keep track of all island sizes and heights
during the simulation. Once those quantities are known, the strain of a
speci�c island, and therefore the average adatom hopping barrier on that

10In this case, the displacement denotes the distance of the atom from the position it
would occupy in a homogeneous laterally strained system.

11Again, in the reference state � = 0 the lattice constant along the surface is the same
as in the unstrained bulk at zero pressure.
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Figure 4.11: Island relaxation as a function of the reciprocal island size

and strain of the underlying layer. The best data collapse is obtained for

�c = 0:006.

island, can be calculated by iterative application of Eqs. (4.18) and (4.20).
In the case of lateral next neighbours, a detachment barrier of ED = 0:8eV
is added, which is found for � = 0 using the presented method for barrier
calculation. The strain dependence of ED is neglected12.

This approach is computationally much less demanding, as no time con-
suming lattice relaxations are necessary. The Monte Carlo method remains
the same as in the previous section.

When comparing to the �rst model presented, the average adatom mobil-
ity should remain almost the same. Especially, the relative change of di�usion
speeds on islands compared to lower terraces, e.g. slower di�usion on higher,
more relaxed, islands compared to lower terraces under compressive strain
should be conserved. Missing from the �rst model is the adatom drift due to
the gradient in binding energies, that occurs on and near inhomogeneously
strained islands. So, from the initial four criteria, after dismission of the
ES-Barrier and the adatom drift, only two remain in these simulations.

12For two reasons this is not an essential restriction. First, ED varies only by about
�0:1eV for �0:05 < � < 0:05, and secondly, with a total barrier of almost 1:5eV , such
processes are unlikely to occur in the temperature range studied here. Hence, the smallest
stable cluster is the dimer.
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4.5.2 Results

Again, the surface width and layer distribution function are plotted against
the time in total deposited monolayers.
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Figure 4.12: Surface width w and layer distribution function �h against

time in total deposited monolayer, as calculated with the simpli�ed model.

The di�erent line styles denote di�erent strains: solid ! � = 0, dotted !
� = �0:05 and dashed ! � = 0:05.

The �rst thing which can be seen from the plots in Fig. 4.12 is an overall
increased quality of layer by layer growth, compared to the results from the
previous section. Even though instead of �0:025 a stronger strain of �0:05
was chosen13, it can be seen that the inuence of the strain on the interlayer
transport is extremely reduced compared to the simulations which take the
di�usion bias into account. Again, under compressive strain layer by layer
growth is hindered, as can be clearly seen by the damping of oscillations in
the surface width in Fig. 4.12, and, to a lesser extent, by the smaller delay
in nucleation in higher layers in the layer distribution function.

This shows, that in contrast to what is observed in homoepitaxy [70], in
heteroepitaxial growth the average increase in D=F does not lead to better
layer by layer growth. On the contrary, compressive strain slightly hinders
layer-by-layer growth due to island relaxation e�ects and the resulting rela-
tive di�erences in di�usion speeds depending on the island height. However,
the most important e�ect for the resulting surface morphologies seems to be
the adatom drift due to inhomogeneous island relaxation. As neglecting the
drift is the only di�erence between the two models, it has to be the adatom
current towards the island center in the case of compressive strain, which

13The reason for choosing the larger strain is rather simple: at � � �0:025 almost no
di�erence in surface width or layer distribution function was visible.
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leads to the almost total interruption of the layer-by-layer growth when ap-
plying external strain.

Still, the question remains why layer-by-layer growth at zero strain is bet-
ter in the simpli�ed than in the fully relaxed model. This can be explained
by the following argument: As already mentioned, due to the lower coordi-
nation of atoms in an island compared to the bulk, even at � = 0 islands
on the surface are compressed compared to the bulk. While for the adatom
di�usion speeds this can be accounted for by introduction of the constant
�c, this is not the case for the adatom binding energies EB. The resulting
adatom drift toward the center of the island is not reproduced by the sim-
pli�ed model. This adatom drift, however, is responsible for the comparably
poor layer-by-layer growth at � = 0 and T = 350K with the full-relaxation
model.

4.6 Simulation with mis�t-dislocations

Finally, also the problem of highly strained epitaxial growth should be ad-
dressed. The system of Fe/W(110) for example, which was mentioned earlier
in this work, exhibits a strong mis�t of 9:4%. But, still, epitaxial growth
is observed for this combination. Even such highly strained systems can be
treated using the existing algorithm, with only minor modi�cations of the
existing program.

First of all, it is no longer su�cient to perform only local relaxation after
each hopping or deposition event. Instead, the system has to be globally
relaxed to the correct equilibrium con�guration after each hopping or depo-
sition event.

Additionally, as the simulations are still based on an underlying regular
lattice, one has to account for the occurrence of mis�t dislocations. In 2d,
these are point-defects, whereas in 3d this corresponds to line defects, where
additional or missing planes end. Let us restrict ourselves to the case of a
compressed surface: For each free site, which could be occupied by deposition
or di�usion to the next step, it is checked whether both neighbouring sites
are occupied, and if yes, if there is still enough room for an additional atom
between those two14. Only in this case, a dislocation is created. The positions
of the dislocations have to be checked after each hopping or deposition event,
as they can move easily within an island or a closed layer.

In simple terms, hopping di�usion in such a system can still be described
as rolling over the underlying atoms in the given direction, so in principle

14For simulations at � = �0:09, a distance of < 1:6r0 between the two neighbouring
atoms was used as a criterion for the creation of dislocations.
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the proposed method of barrier calculation should work. However, besides
the movement of deposited adatoms to the lowest available position because
of their kinetic energy, di�usion was neglected in the results presented in the
following. This procedure corresponds to growth at very low temperatures.

A sample sequence of pictures taken during the deposition of three mono-
layers on a substrate under strong compressive strain (� = �0:09) is shown
in Fig. 4.13. The system size is chosen to be L = 20, so that at � = �0:09
18 atoms are su�cient for a perfect unstrained commensurate �t onto 20
strained substrate atoms.

The growth sequence without surface di�usion shows some interesting
features. As one would expect, dislocations �rst occur where the borders of
islands coalesce (black arrow in Fig. 4.13 for a coverage of � = 1:25). Upon
further deposition, at � = 2:25 two additional mis�t dislocation have been
built. This, however, is only a metastable state, and thus after the deposition
of only �ve more adatoms, one of the dislocations has vanished. Due to the
repulsive kind of interaction between two dislocations, the two dislocations
at � = 2:5 have a distance of 9 adatoms, or 10 substrate atoms, respectively.
Further on, from � = 2:5 to � = 3:0, one can see that the dislocations moved
one lattice site to the right. This is possible due to the very low barrier, which
one atom next to a dislocation experiences when moving into the void, while
creating a dislocation at its initial place.

Simulations of a 2d LJ-model have been done before by Kew et al. [74].
They arranged the particles according to geometrical considerations, thus
leading to a typical hard-sphere system. As a consequence, the disorder
of the deposited particles increasing with negative strain. In contrast, the
simulation shown with total system relaxation exhibits a clearly epitaxial
growth, with mis�t dislocations in the �rst monolayer due to incommensurate
compressive strain on the substrate.
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Figure 4.13: Sample sequence of growth on a strongly compressed surface

(� = �0:09, white circles) for coverages � of up to three additional monolay-

ers of adatoms (grey circles). Black arrows mark dislocations.
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Chapter 5

KMC simulations of Fe/Fe(110)

It has already been discussed, that the system Fe/Fe(110) exhibits some fea-
tures which makes it interesting for experimentalists as well as for theoretical
studies. It has been shown before by careful analysis of LEED-data, that the
growth of islands on the surface with only a two-fold symmetry proceeds in a
strongly anisotropic way, and will lead to roughening for higher coverages [2].

Nowadays, time resolved, in situ applied STM can be used to study the
homoepitaxial growth of the system, with sequences of STM-images taken
during the growth directly showing the evolution of a speci�c location in the
surface through di�erent stages of growth at room temperature (RT), and
on a timescale which ranges from seconds up to several hours. But with-
out special treatments like cooling down the whole system, STM is usually
not capable of resolving the fast adatom motion for most metal on metal
systems. On the other hand, microscopic adatom di�usion properties can
be comprehensively studied by theoretical and computational methods, as
shown in the previous chapters.

To close the gap between theoretical studies of adatom motion and exper-
imental observations of epitaxial growth, in cooperation with L. Brendel, and
C. Jensen and Prof. U. K�ohlers from the AG-Ober�achen, Ruhr-University
Bochum, kinetic Monte Carlo simulations were performed using a large set of
512 di�erent di�usion barriers. The KMC results have shown to reproduce
most of the growth features observed by STM.

5.1 Experimental details

The following method was used by C. Jensen to obtain the presented STM-
images of the growth of Fe/Fe(110). A high temperature STM was placed
in a ion-pumped UHV chamber, with the sample mounted on a transferable

77
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sample holder with an integrated electron beam heater. 20 to 40 monolayers
of Fe were evaporated from an Al2O3 crucible on a We(110) surface, serving
as bu�er layers. At such high coverages, Fe has shown to relax to its natural
lattice constant [12] by incorporation of mis�t dislocation. The STM-images
are snapshots in situ taken of the same area of the sample directly during
evaporation. To avoid shadow e�ects, the scanning tip has been retracted a
few thousand �A between acquisition of successive frames, and the evaporator
position was chosen to point at an angle of � 15� with respect to the surface
plane.

5.2 Simulation method

To study the epitaxial growth of realistic systems, we again use Monte Carlo
simulations, which were already discussed explicitly in chapter 4. This leaves
us with the important question how to choose the activation energies for
the di�erent processes, and, of course, which processes to consider at all.
Studies of growth on the bcc(110) surface, due to its low symmetry, are
much more di�cult than e.g. on the (simple cubic) fcc(100) surface, where
the lower number of possible con�gurations makes it actually possible to use
a bond counting model, like in a simpli�ed Lennard-Jones-Model [99], or the
growth of Cu/Cu(100) [13]. It has already been shown in chapter 3, that
on the bcc(110) surface a large variety of di�usion processes are important,
ranging from dimer-, trimer-, edge- or di�usion from a kink-site. To retain
as much details as possible for the system Fe/Fe(110), the decision was made
to calculate a large number of di�erent barriers, and directly use them in
the standard KMC algorithm, with respect to the real lattice geometry. The
number of barriers necessary will be discussed in the following section.

5.3 512 Barriers

On the bcc(110) surface each adatom has four lateral nearest-, and two next-
nearest neighbours. Additionally, it will clearly make a di�erence for the
moving adatom, whether at the �nal site there are further neighbours "wait-
ing" for it or not, like e.g. attachment to a step-edge. Even for a simple
hop along the [111] or [001] direction this yields a total of eight nearest- and
next-nearest lateral neighbours, which have to be taken into account for the
di�usion process. For the two independent directions, this gives a total sum
of 2 �28 = 512 barriers, which could be reduced only slightly due to symmetry
arguments. Additionally, Ehrlich Schwoebel barriers were calculated down
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the h001i, h110i and h111i edges1. The possible con�gurations considered for
a di�usion step are shown in Fig. 5.1.

77
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Figure 5.1: Considered jump con�gurations with 8 nearest and next nearest

neighbours.

The barriers are calculated as usual, using the minimal-energy-path-
saddlepoint method. In contrast to the calculations before, the system and
con�guration atoms are only relaxed in the initial step, and, additionally,
con�guration adatoms are only relaxed with respect to their interaction with
the (110) surface, but not with each other. This is necessary to conserve a
high symmetry. Even though suppressing the relaxation of surface and envi-
ronment causes some numerical errors, it helps avoiding artifacts due to the
fragility of the system. As an example, with full relaxation an adatom move-
ment along the [111] direction in Fig. 5.1, with only site 2 being occupied
by a con�guration adatom, would lead to a concerted move of both atoms
in the [111] direction. This can only be realistic, if atom 2 in Fig. 5.1 is not
the upper left corner of an island, which the test atom does not 'see' due to
the restricted environment. Such concerted moves actually do play a role in
growth of thin �lms, especially for low deposition rates [104]. But, given the
restriction of only 8 neighbouring atoms, they have to be neglected for our
simulations. In agreement with other EAM as well as DFT calculations, the
barriers in the frozen system are systematically higher (in this case about
30%) than the barriers calculated in Chapter 3.

For some desired hops, it turned out that no saddlepoint-pathway is avail-

1ES-barriers are basically calculated using the same method as described in section 3.5,
except that now the system is completely frozen. For exchange at the step edge, only the
atom on the island is additionally allowed to relax to a favoured position.
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able at all, e.g. for hopping along the [001] direction with only site 1 being
occupied. In this case, minimization of the energy by moving the adatom
in plane perpendicular to the [001] direction will end up with the adatom
sitting on site 3, instead of the intended �nal site. For such hops, an in�nite
activation barrier, equivalent to a rate R = 0, is assumed.

However, even though 512 barriers are quite a large number, it has to be
pointed out that eight neighbours are not even enough to make the con�gu-
ration symmetric. Consider vacancy di�usion at a h111i edge. In the picture
shown above, this is equivalent to an adatom hop (along [111], of course),
with the sites 0; 1; 2; 3; 5 being occupied. While for an in�nitely long step
edge, the binding energies at the initial site should be equal to EB at the
�nal site, in the simpli�ed model of only eight neighbours, it di�ers slightly.
In detail, it is the the distance of the hopping adatom to atom 3 in the initial
con�guration, which di�ers from the distance to atom 0 in the �nal position
of the adatom. Even though resulting di�erences in the energies are quite
small (less than 10meV typically), they will induce a drift current, which of
course is an artifact from the simpli�cations made. To avoid such e�ects, in
the �nal step of the barrier calculations, the con�gurations were checked for
the occurance of such symmetries and, if necessary, the barriers and energies
were averaged to have the same value.

5.4 Results

In section 3.5, we found out that on the bcc(110) surface of Fe usually hopping
di�usion is preferred, with the exception of an exchange process down the
h110i step. This is a very recent result, and therefore was not taken into
account in the KMC simulation presented in sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, for
which still the hopping barrier is used. Instead, it will be discussed for the
recent simulations in section 5.4.3.

5.4.1 Comparison with STM results

Figure 5.2a shows three sample shots out of a series of 220 frames, taken in

situ of Fe/Fe(110) growth at RT, using the STM. Drift e�ects lead to a small
shift in consecutive frames, and therefore identical locations are marked by
white circles. Island nucleation starts on the at terrace, and also very small
islands exhibit a strongly anisotropic shape, elongated along the [001] direc-
tion. While islands stay separated quite a long time in the [111] direction
(see white arrows in Fig. 5.2a), they coalesce rather fast along the [001] ori-
entation (black arrows). Nucleation in the second layer start well before the
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Figure 5.2: STM-snapshots for growth of Fe/Fe(110) at RT, compared to a

sequence of images from a KMC simulation at T = 450K.

�rst layer is completely �lled, suggesting a rather e�ective Ehrlich Schwoebel
barrier at the step edge. With further coverage, the anisotropy of the islands
increases, up to a ratio of length to width of � 10, and the surface starts to
roughen.

The lower part of Fig. 5.2, (b), exhibits a similar sequence of frames, which
were obtained from KMC simulations using the material speci�c set of bar-
riers as described above, including the hopping ESB at the h110i step-edge.
Obviously, even though the length scale and the temperature (T = 450K)2

di�er from the experimental data, many features of the growth described
above can also be seen in the simulations. Among them are the anisotropic
island shape, with increasing aspect-ratio for higher islands, as well as the
tendency to form long chains of islands along [100], and the rough 3D growth
behaviour. Additionally, the high density of kinks at the island edges can be
observed in the experiment as well as in the KMC simulations.

2Taking into account the fact, that the barriers on the frozen substrate are approxi-
mately 30% too large, T = 450K in the KMC simulations correspond to T � 315K in the
experiment.
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5.4.2 Layer distribution function

When analyzing the layer distribution as a function of total coverage (see.
Fig. 5.3), one sees that also here the KMC simulations are in good agreement
with the experimental data. In particular, both show the same deviation from
the model of statistical growth (SG), where interlayer transport of adatoms
is completely forbidden, namely that the onset of nucleation in higher layers
is delayed compared to SG.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the layer distribution function from STM data,

KMC simulations, and the model of statistical growth.

This could partly be explained by the downward funnelling model [44],
were adatoms which are deposited directly next to step edges can proceed to
lower layers due to their kinetic energy. This behaviour can also be observed
in the computer simulations, where regular binding sites on the h110i or h001i
edges are unstable, and atoms deposited there will immediatly be transported
to the terrace below. Moreover, single adatoms on small islands have a
higher probability to hop over the step-edge due to the higher frequency of
jumps towards the corner, and therefore the smaller islands which belong to a
speci�c layer contribute to the growth of the same layer, instead of being the
basis for further nucleation of islands in the next layer, as it would be in SG.
Nucleation in higher layers typically starts only on islands exceeding a critical
size [108]. After this size is reached, the islands in the next layers will start
to grow, and further on there are only small deviations for experimental as
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well as KMC data from the SG model for coverages of � 0:2ML in a speci�c
layer.

5.4.3 Exchange vs. hopping at the step-edge

In section 3.5 it was shown that on islands on the Fe(110) surface exchange
at step edges can signi�cantly reduce the ES-barrier. One would expect,
that this behaviour will lead to an elongation of the island shape. To check
this assumption, KMC simulations were performed using only the hopping
ES-barriers at the edges, and the results are compared to simulations which
use the lower (Eex

ES = 0:23eV , compared to Ehop
ES = 0:34eV ) exchange barrier

at the h110i edge. This is shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: KMC simulations with (a) hopping over the h110i edge, compared

to (b) exchange at the h110i edge. 0:3 monolayers have been deposited,

T = 450K, F = 0:1ML/sec.

The KMC-pictures clearly verify the initial assumptions. Due to the
predominant vanishing of the adatom over the h110i edge, the islands grow
faster in the [001] direction. Additionally, as a consequence of the enhanced
interlayer transport, nucleation in the second layer is hindered in Fig. 5.4b.
For the aspect ratio of island length l in the [001] direction against the width
w, in case (a) a value of (l=w)hop = 2:8 was found, while the enhanced
interlayer transport due to exchange at the h110i edge leads to a value of
(l=w)ex = 3:1. However, both values are still in correspondence with the
experimental �ndings of roughly 2:5 < (l=w) < 3:5 in the submonolayer
regime.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The present thesis deals with the problem of crystal growth a�ected by strain
e�ects. To answer the question how the quality is a�ected by strain, which is
also of major interest for industrial applications, �rst the e�ect of strain on
the underlying microscopic processes is studied. With the help of empirical
many-body potentials, di�usion mechanisms for fcc as well as bcc transition
metals were studied.

Qualitatively, for self-di�usion on the unreconstructed fcc(100) surface of
all 10 transition metals it was found, that for moderate strains the barrier
for exchange di�usion decreases with increasing tensile strain. It was shown,
that out of the initial 10 materials, only for Pd, Cu, Ag, Au and Pb the
tight-binding potential describes exchange di�usion in a quantitatively cor-
rect manner, while for Rh, Ir, Ni, Pt and Al the calculated exchange barriers
are generally too large. All studied systems show a crossover at relatively
small external strains (�0:05 < � < 0:05), at which the dominant di�usion
mode switches from hopping to exchange. For Au and Pb, the crossover
takes place at negative strain, thus indicating that for those metals even in
the unstrained case exchange di�usion is favoured compared to hopping. For
Pt, the barrier for exchange is only slightly smaller than for hopping, still
con�rming the experimental result.

Additionally, the strain dependence of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier at
the step-edge was studied. With the exception of Pd, at the step-edge atoms
di�use preferably by exchange rather than hopping. It turned out, that for
the \hopping" metals Pd, Cu and Ag, the additional barrier at the step-edge
decreases with tensile strain, while for the \exchange" metals Au and Pb this
barrier decreases under compressive strain. For all systems, the calculated
ES-barriers are relatively small, con�rming the experimental trend of layer-
by-layer growth for metals on the fcc (100) surface, compared to 3D-islanding
for growth on the (111) surface.
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Islands on strained metallic surfaces tend to release strain most e�ciently
at their borders, thus leading to inhomogeneously strained areas. For the re-
sulting growth mode, four fundamental e�ects, all strain dependent, turned
out to be important: biased di�usion due to a gradient in binding energies
caused by inhomogeneous strain, the average di�usion barrier in the system,
the relative di�usion speed of adatoms on islands compared to lower ter-
races, and the behaviour of the additional barrier at the step-edge. A careful
analysis of these e�ects leads to the prediction, that for Au, Pb and most
probably also for Pt, the quality of layer-by-layer growth should increase
under compressive strain, when surface reconstruction can be neglected.

It was shown, that the TB-potential stabilizes the ( 5 � M ) surface-
reconstruction of Au, which is also experimentally observed for Au, Ir and
Pt. The reconstruction causes a di�usion anisotropy of D[110]=D[110] = 1=5,
which explains the experimentally observed elongation of islands along the
[110] direction of Au/Au(100) and Pt/Pt(100).

Using an empirical N-body potential for studies of self-di�usion on the
bcc(110) surface of the transition metals Fe, Cr, Mo, Ta and W, for the
hopping barriers a similar scaling with the cohesive energy was found as
for the fcc (100) transition-metals. As an estimate, the di�usion barrier for
self-di�usion on the strained bcc(110) surface is given by Ehop

A � (0:41� +
0:06)Ea

coh. Microscopic di�usion processes have been discussed in detail
for Fe/Fe(110). Relatively large barriers for dimer-dissociation and island-
detachment indicate, that the size of the largest unstable island can be as-
sumed to be i� = 1. In contrast to the results for the majority of the fcc(100)
metals, at the step-edges of islands on the Fe(110) surface hopping as well
as exchange can be observed, depending on the orientation of the step-edge.
Di�usion anisotropies on the surface, as well as along and over step-edges
should lead to elongated islands along the [001] direction.

A new method for the simulation of strained crystal growth was devel-
oped. It combines the well established kinetic Monte Carlo method with the
molecular-static method for microscopic barrier calculation, thus leading to
o�-lattice KMC simulations with exact barriers, including strain-e�ects. It
was tested on a 2d-triangular lattice with Lennard-Jones interactions. Using
an analogous analysis as for the fcc-exchange metals, in this system, where
hopping is the dominant di�usion mode, improved layer-by-layer growth can
be predicted under tensile strain. This was veri�ed by simulations with the
proposed new method. While layer-by-layer growth was found to be improved
under tensile strain, compressive strain leads to an immediate roughening of
the surface. This also supports the prediction of the previous chapter, that
for the exchange fcc metals Au, Pb and Pt on the unreconstructed (100)
surface layer-by-layer growth should improve under compressive strain.
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To learn about how the e�ects of average and relative di�usion rates and
the di�usion bias have to be weighted, simulations were performed using a
simpli�ed model. This model reects the correct height- and size dependent
relaxation behaviour of islands, and thus the average and relative (height- and
size dependent) di�usion speeds. It neglects, however, the inhomogeneous
relaxation especially at island edges, and therefore the di�usion bias. While
still layer-by-layer growth is slightly improved under tensile strain, it turned
out, that without the typical adatom current towards island/terrace center in
the case of compressive strain, the strong roughening could not be observed.
Therefore, one can conclude that the biased di�usion due to inhomogeneous
island relaxation is the major driving force for the resulting growth mode on
strained crystal surfaces, and has to be included in future models of strained
crystal growth.

In cooperation with C. Jensen from the Ruhr-University of Bochum, the
growth of Fe/Fe(110) was studied. A total set of 512 hopping barriers was cal-
culated to include nearest and next nearest neighbours for the initial as well
as for the �nal site of a di�usion step. Additionally, the Ehrlich-Schwoebel
barriers have been calculated for the three major edge-orientations of is-
lands. These barriers have been implemented into a KMC-algorithm with
a realistic surface geometry, and the results were compared to sequences of
STM-pictures of the growth of Fe/Fe(110), taken by C. Jensen. The typical
growth features observed in STM, like elongation along the [001] direction
and relatively rough island edges, are reproduced by the simulations even
with the (larger) barrier for hopping over the h110i step. Additionally, the
KMC simulations show the same separation of islands in the [111] direction,
while coalescence is rather fast in the [001] direction. As expected, KMC
simulations show that using the (lower) exchange barrier at the h110i step-
edge leads to a further elongated island shape along the [001] direction, as
well as to an enhanced interlayer transport.

There is still a wide variety of interesting problems which could be stud-
ied in the future. E.g., now that the strain dependence of the microscopic
processes is known, it should be possible to develop an algorithm for the sim-
ulation of growth on strained fcc surfaces, and �nally also for heteroepitaxy
of metals.

The o�-lattice Monte Carlo algorithm with exact di�usion barriers could
be applied to systems where strain and surface e�ects play a signi�cant role,
i.e. studies of the neck growth at the contact between nano-particles from the
vapour-phase, a project which has just started within the newly established
SFB-445 \Nano-Partikel aus der Gasphase: Entstehung, Struktur, Eigen-

schaften" at the University of Duisburg. Also, for future works the method
should be extended to be applicable for highly strained systems with dislo-
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cations.
Even for complicated surface geometries like the bcc(110) surface, it was

shown that Monte Carlo simulations based on on microscopic di�usion bar-
riers are a powerful tool to study epitaxial growth. However, the number
of necessary barriers will rise very fast if two di�erent di�usion modes, like
hopping or exchange, or heteroepitaxial growth should be considered. To
overcome this limitation, it would be interesting to reduce the information
included in the microscopic di�usion barriers to only a few parameters, which
then can be used in a simple bond-counting-scheme. The general trends ob-
tained during this procedure could be helpful for establishing new simulation
models for more complicated systems.



Appendix A

Empirical potentials

In this appendix, the parameters, quality and properties of the potentials
used throughout the present thesis will be discussed. Also, for future refer-
ence, the model-parameters from the di�erent original articles are included.

A quite common problem of nearly all empirical and semi-empirical po-
tentials is, that they are intended to be used to study bulk properties and
phenomena. Nevertheless, is has been shown, within this thesis and also in
previous works, that they can be applied to studies of surface phenomena as
well.

In the process of �tting empirical potentials to experimental quantities
like the cohesive energy or elastic constants, it is not always possible to
obtain a perfect �t to all experimental data. This is especially the case when
using the same functional form for a broad range of di�erent materials. The
errors in the elastic constants play only a minor role for static studies of e.g.
cohesive or vacancy formation energies of samples at T = 0K, where the
atoms are located at the equilibrium position of the ideal lattice. However,
they play a substantial role for dynamic studies, like in molecular dynamics
or studies of strained systems, as they are done within this work.

Errors due to the �tting procedure in the elastic properties will directly
results in errors within the total and cohesive energies in strained systems,
and also to wrong atomic distances e.g. for the bond-length of di�using
atoms or distances of the atomic layers perpendicular to free surfaces. Also,
the relaxation behaviour of the involved atoms will be described incorrect.

In extreme cases, this means that the potential is not even capable of
stabilizing the desired crystal structure, as it is the case for most pair po-
tentials like Morse [51] or Lennard-Jones[101], where the bcc-lattice is only
a metastable phase.

89
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A.1 Tight-binding potential

The tight binding potential, as suggested by Rosato et al. [95, 59, 25], allows
calculations for not less than 10 fcc transition metals, within the framework of
just a single set of functions. The necessary parameters are given in Tab. A.1.
Despite the fact that it has been applied before successfully to the problem
of hopping di�usion [98] for all 10 metals, Rosato et al. mentioned, that the
�tting of the elastic constants is \remarkably good, except for Rh,Ir, and Pt,
and Al among the sp-bonded metals" (see also Tab. A.2). While this will play
a minor role for hopping di�usion on unstrained surfaces, one would expect
a signi�cant e�ect on the slope dEhop

A =d�, which may for example explain
the deviation of Rh in the trend for hopping di�usion shown in Fig. 3.4. As
we have seen, the discrepancy in the elastic constants for Rh, Ir, Pt an Al
makes it almost impossible to apply this potential to the question of exchange
di�usion, and, even though this was not checked explicitly, probably also for
the study of surface reconstruction.

Table A.1: Parameters of the tight-binding potential for 10 transition fcc

metalls (from [25]).

A(eV ) �(eV ) p q

Ni 0.0376 1.070 16.999 1.189
Cu 0.0855 1.224 10.960 2.278
Rh 0.0629 1.660 18.450 1.867
Pd 0.1746 1.718 10.867 3.742
Ag 0.1028 1.178 10.928 3.139
Ir 0.1156 2.289 16.980 2.691
Pt 0.2975 2.695 10.612 4.004
Au 0.2061 1.790 10.229 4.036
Al 0.1221 1.316 8.612 2.516
Pb 0.0980 0.914 9.576 3.648
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Table A.2: Elastic constants in Mbar obtained using the tight-binding po-

tential. First lines are calculated values [25], second lines are experimental

results [105], and in the third line one can �nd the error between calculation

and experimental value in %.

Element C11 C12 C44 < B > C 0 C=C 0

2.57 1.55 1.36 1.89 0.51 2.67
Ni 2.61 1.51 1.32 1.88 0.55 2.40

-1.5 2.6 3.0 0.5 -7.3 11.3
1.76 1.25 0.82 1.42 0.26 3.15

Cu 1.76 1.25 0.82 1.42 0.26 3.15
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3.92 2.37 1.99 2.89 0.77 2.58

Rh 4.22 1.92 1.94 2.69 1.15 1.69
-7.1 23.4 2.6 7.4 -33.0 52.7
2.32 1.78 0.73 1.96 0.26 2.81

Pd 2.34 1.76 0.71 1.95 0.29 2.45
-0.1 1.1 2.8 0.5 -10.3 14.7
1.32 0.97 0.51 1.08 0.18 2.83

Ag 1.31 0.97 0.51 1.08 0.17 3.00
0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.9 -5.7
5.54 3.45 2.61 4.15 1.04 2.51

Ir 5.99 2.56 2.69 3.70 1.72 1.56
-7.5 34.8 -3.0 12.1 -39.5 60.9
3.41 2.73 0.91 2.96 0.34 2.68

Pt 3.58 2.54 0.77 2.88 0.52 1.48
-4.7 7.5 18.2 2.3 -34.6 81.1
1.87 1.54 0.45 1.65 0.17 2.65

Au 1.87 1.55 0.45 1.66 0.16 2.81
0.0 -0.6 0.0 -0.6 6.2 -5.7
0.95 0.74 0.37 0.81 0.11 3.36

Al 1.07 0.61 0.29 0.76 0.23 1.26
-11.2 21.3 27.6 6.6 -52.2 166.7
0.47 0.37 0.14 0.41 0.05 2.80

Pb 0.46 0.38 0.14 0.41 0.04 3.40
2.2 -2.6 0.0 0.0 25.0 -17.6
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A.2 Finnis/Sinclair potential

Throughout this work, the empirical Finnis-Sinclair N-body potential is used
to obtain common trends of bcc transition metals, as well as for detailed
studies of Fe/Fe(110).

Finnis and Sinclair presented a set of parameters for all seven bcc tran-
sition metals (see. Tab. A.3). They were able to �t even the extremely
low Cauchy-pressure for Fe and Cr. However, the choice of the simple poly-
nomial form revealed problems for V and Nb. Closer examination of the
repulsive part (Eq. 1.17) of the potential for V and Nb shows, that the be-
haviour changes from repulsive to attractive under strong compression (see
Fig. A.1).
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Figure A.1: Failure of the repulsive two-body interaction used in the Finnis-

Sinclair N-body potential for V and Nb. For comparison, the solid line shows

�(r) for Tungsten.

This artifact from the potential makes it useless in the case of V and Nb
for the type of study, which are the topic of this thesis, as the resulting lattice
structure will be highly unstable.

Studies of di�usion properties in strained systems naturally need poten-
tials which reect the elastic properties of the materials as good as possible.
One can easily show that, in contrast to the TB-model, the Finnis and Sin-
clair potential �ts the elastic constants of the studied metals on a very high
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level, with errors always being below one percent. This makes the potential
useful to study surface di�usion on unstrained as well as on strained surfaces,
and also to study the impact of surface relaxation on the di�usion properties.
However, the elastic constants only depend on the �rst and second derivatives
for � = 0, thus reecting the elastic properties of the bulk near equilibrium,
and so one has to be careful when applying large strains to the system.
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Table A.3: Parameters of the Finnis-Sinclair empirical N-body potential for

7 transition bcc metals (from [50]).

A(eV ) c(�A)
d(�A) c0
� c1

c2
Vanadium 3.692767 3.80

2.010637 -0.8816318
0 1.4907756

-0.3976370

Niobium 3.915354 4.20
3.013789 -1.5640104

0 2.0055779
-0.4663764

Tantalum 4.076980 4.20
2.591061 1.2157373

0 0.0271471
-0.1217350

Chromium 3.915720 2.90
1.453418 29.1429813

1.8 -23.3975027
4.7578297

Molybdenum 4.114825 3.25
1.887117 43.4475218

0 -31.9332978
6.0804249

Tungsten 4.400224 3.25
1.896373 47.1346499

0 -33.7665655
6.2541999

Iron 3.699579 3.40
1.889846 1.2110601

1.8 -0.7510840
0.1380773
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